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Πάτερ ἡμῶν  
ὁ ἐν τοῖς οὐρανοῖς,  !

ἁγιασθήτω τὸ ὄνομά σου·  
ἐλθέτω ἡ βασιλεία σου·  

γενηθήτω τὸ θέλημά σου,  !
ὡς ἐν οὐρανῷ, καὶ ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς·  !

τὸν ἄρτον ἡμῶν τὸν ἐπιούσιον δὸς ἡμῖν σήμερον·  !
καὶ ἄφες ἡμῖν τὰ ὀφειλήματα ἡμῶν,  

ὡς καὶ ἡμεῖς ἀφίεμεν τοῖς ὀφειλέταις ἡμῶν·  !
καὶ μὴ εἰσενέγκῃς ἡμᾶς εἰς πειρασμόν,  

ἀλλὰ ῥῦσαι ἡμᾶς ἀπὸ τοῦ πονηροῦ.  !
Ὅτι σοῦ ἐστιν ἡ βασιλεία  

καὶ ἡ δύναμις  
καὶ ἡ δόξα  

εἰς τοῦς αἰῶνας.  !
Ἀμήν. 
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Welcome to Greek for Everyone!!!
Let’s admit it: If learning Greek interests you, you are an odd person. You are also a 
brave person. Most people think of learning Greek as right up there with becoming a 
nuclear physicist or a rocket scientist. The average person assumes it is impossible and 
will never even try.!!
The truth is, anyone can learn Greek. This does not mean that it will be easy. Unless 
you are a genius, Greek will boggle your mind. There will be terrifying new terms you 
have never met and concepts that may take weeks to sink in. So why bother?!!
Because some of the best experiences of life are the the most difficult. There is a great 
sense of accomplishment when you do something difficult.  !

!
In 2011, my son and I climbed Half Dome in Yosemite 
National Park. I am not comfortable with heights, so 
this scared me out of my wits. It felt like I was 
suspended out over nothing, hanging onto those 
slippery cables for dear life. !!
Why would I put myself through that?!!
Because the rush I felt at the top was like nothing I 
have ever experienced. I faced a difficult challenge 
and overcame it. !!
In the same way, there will be times during this class 
when you feel like you are about to fall to your death. 
Hang on! Conquering Greek is worth it! Why? 
Because...!!

When You Climb Mt. Greek!!
You will be able to read first century Greek documents like the New Testament, the 
Septuagint, and Greek writers like Plutarch with the freshness and force of the original 
language.!!
You will have a sophisticated understanding of grammar. The word grammar is a 
dirty word in many places today. Rosetta Stone has popularized the idea of grammar-
free language. This is nonsense! Grammar is our friend!!!
Once you master grammar, there are enormous benefits. !!
• You will be a better writer and speaker. Greek has greatly improved my writing and 

speaking skills, simply because I understand the rules for putting words together.!
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• You will have a foundation that will make learning other languages much easier. 
Once you know the rules of grammar, they apply to every language.!

• If you are a student worried about doing well on standardized tests to get into 
college or grad school, Greek will help you enormously with the English section. You 
really cannot learn Greek well without mastering English grammar.!

• This may sound strange, but Greek will even help you think better. Why? Because 
we think with language. Master grammar and your brain simply works better. !!

I teach the Greek that was spoken in the first century, known as Hellenistic Greek, or 
sometimes, Koine Greek. “Koine” (pronounced “COIN-ay”) just means “common.” It was 
the Greek spoken by the common person all over the world. !!
If you are interested in Modern Greek or Classical Greek, Hellenistic Greek is a good 
place to begin. It is not as nuanced as Classical Greek, and it is pronounced differently 
than Modern Greek, but it has close similarities with both so it is easy to go from one to 
the other.!!

The Challenges!!Before mountain climbers begin their ascent, they study the mountain to anticipate 
obstacles to determine their route. As we approach Mount Κοίνη, here are some of the 
challenges we can anticipate.!!

It’s a Big Mountain!!
There used to be a method advertising “Greek in a Week.” This is like inviting people to 
pack a picnic lunch to scale Everest. Mount Κοίνη is a lofty one. The top is way up in 
the clouds. There is no short cut, but there are ways to ascend that are less difficult than 
others. It can be downright fun.!!
In fact, the joy is in the journey. All along the way the vistas get better and better. 
Muscles grow stronger. Your mind is a muscle, after all, and muscles like to be 
exercised. The promise that Greek (or anything else) can be learned with the click of a 
mouse is always false. The computer may be a helpful tool, but only you can master 
Greek. !!

Strange Looking Letters!
Most people look at a Greek text and are immediately intimidated by the strange looking 
letters. They assume this presents an insurmountable obstacle. Not so! The Greek 
alphabet is similar enough to the English alphabet that you will find it easy to adapt, and 
unlike English, Greek pronunciation is marvelously consistent. You just say what you 
see.!

English!
Believe it or not, one of the greatest obstacles to learning Greek is English. English is a 
strange and inconsistent language. We are so accustomed to it that we don’t notice. 
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Greek is much more logical and consistent (and lovely) than English. Often the 
challenge is not that the Greek is unclear, but that discovering a way to say something 
in English is difficult.!!

Jumbled Up, Shape-Shifting Words!
One thing that will strike you very quickly is that Greek word order seems all jumbled up. 
This is because Greek does not rely much on word order to tell us the role the words 
play in a sentence the way English does. Instead, Greek words change form (called 
“morphology”) to explain how a sentence goes together to give meaning (called 
“syntax”). !

This is the greatest challenge of learning Greek. !!
The patterns of change are marvelously regular, even awe-inspiring once you learn to 
recognize them. For a while it will be overwhelming, though. Every part of speech has 
its own patterns of behavior that must be learned. This is why there is no way to escape 
grammar if you really want to learn Greek.!!

Terms, Terms And More Terms!
As we start to describe all the changes that Greek words go through, we will need terms 
to describe the changes. Since there are many changes, there are many terms. I 
promise that you will get them mixed up, at least at first.!!
Nothing about Greek is difficult. It is as easy as snapping puzzle pieces together. The 
problem is that there are too many pieces. It is like being handed a 10,000 piece puzzle. !!
Along the way, you will be overwhelmed. You will feel like there are half a million pieces! 
This is normal. You are not stupid. You are attempting a great feat. If it were easy, 
everyone would do it. As someone who is getting closer to putting the puzzle together, I 
can assure you that it is possible. There are not as many pieces as it seems at first. 
When the picture starts to take shape, you will feel a rush. It is worth it!!!

Our Approach!!
Each week consists of six parts.!!
1. Watch a 20-30 minute video.!
2. Read Mt. Κοίνη (the Greek Grammar).!
3. Do some exercises in the Take a Hike! exercise book.!
4. Work on vocabulary. (Learn 20 vocabulary words.)!
5. Put yourself to the test. (Take the online quizzes.)!
6. Stay fired up! (Meet in the live weekly session.)!!!!!
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Base Camp!
Know your ABC’s 



1. Grammar Overview!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

! !
Close your eyes. !!
Now open them. !!

What do you see? !!
To answer this question you will use language. Language is fascinating. !!

But language is not reality. !!
Language is just a series of arbitrary noises we make and attach to reality. Say the word 
“monkey,” for example. A long time ago we English speakers agreed that this strange 
sound would call to mind the furry critter that lives in trees and swings by its tail. But this 
is only true in English. Saying the word “monkey” in China would be as meaningless as 
saying the word “Hou-Zi” in America.!!
There are patterns that every language follows. These patterns are called grammar.!!
We will break grammar into three categories: Substance, Motion, and Relationship.!!! !
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 The parts of speech may be divided into substance, motion, and 
relationship.!

a. Substance!
i. nouns (persons, places and things)!
ii. articles (“the” and “a” in English)!
iii. adjectives (modify nouns)!
iv. pronouns (stand in for nouns)!

b. Motion!
i. verbs (action words)!
ii. adverbs (modify verbs)!
iii. participles (verbal adjectives)!
iv. infinitives (verbal nouns)!

c. Relationship!
i. prepositions (anything you can do with a box)!
ii. conjunctions (connect words and phrases and clauses)



Substance!!
By “substance” I mean the things. The people. The places. The “stuff” of life. The first 
thing a child does when she learns a language is point and name: “Mommy!” “Daddy!” 
“Bottle!”!!
The names are nouns. For example, !!

monkey.!!
If you want to call special attention to a thing you can use the article. Not just any 
monkey. !!

the monkey.!!
If you want to further describe what you see, you can attach an adjective. !!

The brown monkey.!!
If you get tired of saying monkey over and over, you use a pronoun to stand in for the 
noun. !!

I saw the brown monkey. It was eating bananas.!! !
Motion!!

What if you want to describe how the things move? You would select a verb, an action 
word.!!

The monkey flies!!!
And if you want to further describe the action you use an adverb to modify the verb. !!

The monkey flies joyfully!!!!
What if you wanted to use a verbal idea to modify a noun? You would have to create a 
verbal adjective. These are called participles. Don’t let the scary word scare you. It’s 
simple. As simple as... !!

a flying monkey!!
See? The participle “flying” is a verbal idea, used like an adjective to describe a noun — 
a verbal adjective. These are participles. Usually, in English, these are the “ing” words.!
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!
Infinitives are the “to be” verbs. They are verbal nouns.!!

To love is my highest ambition.!!
Do you see how “to love” in the sentence above could be replaced with a noun? !!

Health is my highest ambition.!!
The “to- _____” combination acts just like a noun, but not just any noun��a noun in 
motion. Infinitives are verbal nouns.!!!

Relationship!!
What if you want to describe the relationships between things? You use a preposition. !!

The monkey flew over my house! !!
And if you want to link two words or ideas together you use conjunctions. !!

The monkey and his wife were laughing at how easy this is.!!
I want to teach you Greek but I do not want to bore you.!!

Don’t let anyone fool you. At the core, language is simple. Substantives (nouns, articles, 
adjectives, pronouns) are put into Motion (verbs, adverbs, participles, infinitives). 
Relationships are described by prepositions and conjunctions.!!
Language is so simple that every one of God’s children uses it. In fact, the stupidest 
people do the most talking.!!
Grammar only gets confusing when you get into the details. When you begin to feel 
overwhelmed in your study of Greek, review this basic summary. It will help you keep 
the big picture in mind.!!!

!
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2. The Greek Alphabet!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
Name Upper Case Lower Case Pronunciation Transliteration

Alpha A a car a
Beta B b book b

Gamma G g good g
Delta D d donkey d

Epsilon E e every e
Zeta Z z zebra z
Eta H h beta ē

Theta Q q think th
Iota I i intrigue i

Kappa K k kitchen k
Lambda L l lazy l

Mu M m monkey m
Nu N n nut n
Xi X x extra x

Omicron O o blot o
Pi P p person p

Rho R r rotten r
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The Greek Alphabet is similar to the English alphabet and may be learned 
using the following memory aids:!

1. a, b, “g” d e (α β γ δ ε) 
2. zeta ate a theta! (ζ η θ) 
3. Line up i - u (ι _ κ λ μ ν ξ ο π _ ρ σ τ υ)  

1. drop “j” and “q” (which are junque anyway). !
2. add ξ. There is “no” reason for ξ to be between “n” and “o.”!

4. Poughkeepsie (φ χ ψ) and ω.



!
The Greek alphabet has much in common with the English alphabet. I find it easiest to 
memorize it in blocks.!

! !
The first five letters are as easy as a, b, “g,” d, e.!

Just remember to replace the “c” in the English alphabet with a “g” (g) in the Greek 
alphabet.!!

Sigma S s, V snake s
Tau T t trick t

Upsilon U u super u/y
Phi F f phone ph
Chi C c Bach ch
Psi Y y psychology ps

Omega W w no ō

Name Upper Case Lower Case Pronunciation Transliteration
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!
Next, we depart from the English script because something truly terrifying happens: In a 
horrifying act of alphabet cannibalism, “Zeta Ate-a Theta!” !

This is my corny trick to remember the letters zeta, eta, and theta.!!!
Next comes a long stretch of thirteen letters that pretty much correspond to the English 
alphabet.! !

!
First, let’s get rid of the English letters “j” and “q.” These are JunQue! After all,!!

• There is no soft “j” sound in Greek (as in “jelly”). !!
• “Q” is a lame letter, don’t you agree? It is codependent on a “u” just to survive. 

So throw it out!!!
Otherwise the letters line up nicely with the exception of x. x is inserted between “n” 
and “o.” I remember this by reminding myself that there is “N-O” reason for x to be 
there! !
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!
One other little quirk is that there are two forms of sigma. One is used when the letter 
appears within a word and the other is used when it comes at the end, (called “final 
sigma”). The word kovsmoV is a good example of this.!!

kovsmoV 
(universe)!!!!

That’s all but the last four letters. At this point we depart again from the English alphabet 
and write our own ending.!!!
Everyone knows that the last letter of the Greek alphabet is w, right? So all we have to 
learn is the three letters f, c, and y.!

This is my weakest memory aid, but it helps me to think of the town of Poughkeepsie, 
New York. The consonants don’t line up exactly with the Greek ones but it points me in 
the right direction.!!
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!!
Pough  =  f phi !
kee       =  c chi !
psie     =  y psi !!
If that doesn’t help you, maybe you can come 
up with a better way to remember the last four 
letters. Let me know and I’ll make you famous.!!!!!!!!

One of the best ways to learn the Greek alphabet is to practice writing it as you say the 
names of the letters aloud. Open up the “Take a Hike” workbook and practice writing 
and saying the letters out loud. !! !

!
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3. Vowels & Diphthongs, Syllables, 
Punctuation!

!
Lesson in a Nutshell!

! !
Vowels!!

Greek vowels are similar to English vowels. I think of the h as a long “α” sound and the 
w as a long “o” sound.!

!!
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Greek vowels are very similar to English vowels: α (η), ε, ι, ο (ω), υ.     !
The diphthongs are αι (aisle), ει (eight), οι (oil), αυ (sauerkraut), ου (soup), 
υι (suite), ευ/ηυ (feud).!
One syllable per vowel or diphthong.



Diphthongs!!
Diphthongs are two vowels that combine to create a single sound. I find it helpful to 
remember the diphthongs like this:!

In most cases, the diphthongs make the sound you would expect if you were to say the 
two single vowels together very quickly. !!

Do diphthongs seem stupid to you? Think about English. We 
have diphthongs and they are not nearly as consistent. !!
Consider the words!!
eight  !
height !
Leigh (girl’s name)!!
Notice how inconsistent English is. Aren’t you glad you are 
learning Greek instead of English?!!!

Improper Diphthongs!!
Sometimes at the end of a word, you will notice that an iota has crawled under an a, h, 
or w like this:!

a/   h/   w/ !
These are called “improper diphthongs.” The iota is not pronounced. !! !
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Syllables!!
To pronounce Greek, it is important to be able to divide Greek words into syllables. 
Thankfully, this is relatively easy — much easier than English. The rule is simple:!!

One syllable per vowel (or diphthong).!!
You can see how many syllables any word has by counting vowels/diphthongs. Notice 
how important it is to recognize diphthongs. If you fail to see them you will create two 
syllables where there should only be one. I underlined them and put them in bold type to 
help you see them.!!

a[nqrwpoV 
man!

a[n-qrw-poV  1
!

givnomai 
I become!

giv-no-mai !!
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 You might wonder how to place the consonants. Actually, this is not important since when you put the 1

word together and say it, it will sound the same whether you put the consonants with the preceding vowel 
or the one that follows. But in case you want to know, here are the rules:!

• Single consonants and consonant clusters that can be pronounced together go with the following 
vowel.!

• A consonant cluster that cannot be pronounced together is divided. The first part goes with the 
preceding vowel and the second part goes with the following vowel. You can tell if a consonant 
cluster can be pronounced together by two tests: 1. Try it! If it is awkward it probably does not 
belong together. For example, in a[nqrwpoV, try saying the letters nqr together. Doesn’t work, 
does it? 2. Look up the letters in a dictionary. If no words start with a given set of consonsants, it is 
probably a cluster that cannot be pronounced together.!

• Double letters are divided (see ajllav below).!
But please do not sweat too much about this. The important thing is to recognize the vowels, not to be 
precise in the division of consonants.



Notice the difference between diav and kaiv in the next two examples. Since ia in diav is 
not a diphthong, it is separated into two syllables. But since the ai in kaiv is a 
diphthong, this word remains a single syllable.!!

diav 
through!

di-av 
!

kaiv 
and!

kaiv 
!

ejgwv 
I!

ej-gwv 
!

eijmiv 
I am!

ei-miv 
!

e[rcomai 
I come or go!

e[r-co-mai 
!

levgw 
I say!

lev-gw 
!

poievw 
I make or do!

poi-ev-w 
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ajdelfovV 
brother!

aj-del-fovV 
!

ajllav 
nevertheless!

ajl-lav 
!

ajpov 
from!

aj-pov !
Practice dividing some words into syllables in the “Take a Hike” workbook.!!!

Punctuation!!
Greek punctuation is super easy:!!

• The period and comma in Greek are identical to English. !
• The Greek question mark looks like an English semicolon. !
• The Greek semicolon looks like a dot above the line.!!!

!!
!

Greek English

. .
, ,
; ?
` ;
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4. Pronunciation, Breathing Marks, 
Accents!

!
Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
Pronunciation!!

The pronunciation of Greek is marvelously consistent.!!
For starters, if you know how to say the name of a letter, you know the sound it makes 
since the first sound of the letter’s name is the sound of the letter. !!
For example, Beta makes a “b” sound. Delta makes a “d” sound.!!
As we have seen, every vowel or diphthong in Greek gets its own syllable. This can 
create words with a large number of syllables. For example, take qeavomai, which 
means “I behold.” It would be broken up as follows:!!

qe - av - o - mai 
(ai is a diphthong, remember)!!

It would be pronounced like this.!!
thē - a - o - mai!!

The best way to learn pronunciation is not to read about how to do it, but to hear it and 
practice. !!
Please spend plenty of time with the pronunciation video.!!
Also, be sure to speak words OUT LOUD as you study Greek. Your friends may think 
you are losing your mind but it will significantly speed your learning.!!
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The first sound of a letter is the sound that it makes. !

There are three accents ( ´  `  ῀ ). Stress the syllable with the accent.!
Every word that starts with a vowel will have a breathing mark. The smooth 
breathing ( ᾿ ) is not pronounced. The rough breathing ( ῾ ) sounds like an 
“h.” 



Breathing Marks!!
Every Greek word that begins with a vowel (or diphthong) will have a breathing mark 
over it. !!
There are two breathing marks, rough and smooth.!!!

!
For example, the word ajnhvr (male/husband) is pronounced “a-nēr.” It has a 
smooth breathing mark which is not pronounced.!!
The word aJmartiva (sin) is pronounced “ha-mar-ti-a.” Notice that it 
has a rough breathing mark which is pronounced like an “h” at the beginning of the 
word.  !!

Accents!!
Almost every Greek word will have an accent over one of the syllables. Originally, these 
were pitch accents which either rose, fell, or went up and down. !!!

!!

smooth rough

 j  J
silent (not pronounced) pronounced like an “h”

Accent Name Original Sound

v acute rising

; grave falling

: circumflex rising then falling
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Today, most people just place stress on the syllable with the accent. There is debate 
about the importance of learning the rules of accenting. Since these can get rather 
complicated and we only have to read Greek, not write it, we will not worry about 
learning the rules of accenting right now. !!!
Instead, when we read a Greek word, we will stress the syllable which has the accent.!!!
There is one additional accent that you will run across now and then. It is called a 
diaeresis. (dee-AR-e-sis) It looks like this:  !!

   &  
An example of the diaeresis can be found in the word “Isaiah.”!!

jHsai<aV 
(Isaiah)!!

Whatever vowel the diaeresis stands above is pronounced as a separate syllable. 
Normally the diphthong ai would function as a single syllable, like this:!!

jHs - ai< - aV !
But since the iota has a diaeresis above it, the alpha and the iota each are pronounced 
separately, like this:!!

jHs - a - i< - aV !
You will not see many of these. 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The Crossroads!
Conjunctions and Prepositions!!



5. Conjunctions!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
Conjunctions are used to connect words, phrases and clauses. They are very common. 
Thankfully, they do not change form. Here is a list of common conjunctions. (The 
number is how many times they occur in the New Testament.)!!

Conjunctions
 ajllav 638 but, yet, rather, nevertheless

 gavr 1041 for, so, then

 dev 2792 but, and, rather, now, then

 ejavn 351 if, when

 eij 502 if, that, whether

 e{wV 146 until, while

 h[ 343 or, either, nor, what, than

 i{na 663 in order that, that, so that

 kaqwvV 182 as, just as, even as

 kai 9161 and, even, also, but, yet

 o{tan 123 whenever, when

 o{ti 1296 that, so that, because, for

 oujdev 143 and not, neither, nor

 ou\n 499 so, therefore, consequently

 ou{twV 208 in this manner, thus, so

 suvn 128 with, together with

 tev 215 and, and so, so

 tovte 160 then, therefore

 wJV 504 as, like, because, when, while
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Conjunctions connect words and phrases and clauses. They do not change 
form. 



There is nothing odd about Greek conjunctions. They behave very much like English 
conjunctions. !!

Just in Case You Are Curious!!
Question: What is the difference between a phrase and a clause?!
Answer: Clauses contain a subject doing the action of a verb. Phrases do not.!!
Examples of Phrases!!

• through the looking glass!
• happily, and without reservation!
• over the rainbow!
• because of the large explosion!!

Notice that in every case there is no subject and the thoughts are incomplete.!!!
Examples of Clauses!!

• bald is beautiful!
• I was happy to finish my work!
• might does not always make right!
• although he was silent!
• whenever she loses her patience!
• when the saints go marching in!!

In each of these clauses, there is a subject doing the action of a verb.!!
Clauses may be divided into two types: independent and dependent. !!
Independent clauses can stand on their own as complete sentences if they want to. The 
clauses in black print are independent clauses. Add punctuation and they make 
complete sentences.!!

Bald is beautiful.!
I was happy to finish my work.!

Might does not always make right.!!
The clauses in red print are dependent clauses. They must be attached to a sentence to 
make sense. For example:! !

Although he was silent, it was clear that he was angry.!
The veins in her head get big whenever she loses her patience.!

I want to be in that number when the saints go marching in.!
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6. Prepositions!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!
Prepositions are the little words that place things relative to other things. As I like to say, 
they are everything you can do with a box. ! !

You can be in the box!
You can walk around the box!
You can slide through the box!

You can sit under the box!
You fly over the box!

Etc. Etc.!!
Prepositions normally stand at the head of prepositional phrases (the underlined words 
above). ! !
The chart below summarizes the meanings of the most common Greek prepositions. 
(The bold entries are the spatial ideas.) !
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Prepositions place one thing relative to another thing. They do not change 
form. The meaning of the preposition can vary, depending on the case of its 
object. Greek prepositions are very flexible in meaning.



Greek prepositions have had an enormous impact on English vocabulary. Paying 
attention to this may help you to remember them. Here are some examples.!!

!!
One Oddity of Greek Prepositions!!

The only trick of the Greek preposition is that the meaning of the preposition changes 
depending on the case of its object. This is nothing like English, so it will take a little 
effort to grasp. We will explain this when we study nouns. Do not worry about it until 
we get there. !!!

Greek Word English Cognate

ejn inside

diav  di j diagnosis

parav  par j parallel

eijV eisegesis

periv pericardial

ejk ejx extravert

ajntiv antigravity

uJpevr hyperbole

ejpiv  ejp j  ejf j epicenter

ajpov apostasy
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Here is a chart to illustrate how the case of the preposition’s object changes its 
meaning.!!

!!!
Greek prepositions are very fluid. At the risk of overwhelming you, on the  next two 
pages is a chart of the full range of meaning of most of the Greek prepositions. Do not 
worry about memorizing it! Just be aware of the flexibility of the preposition.!!

Preposition Object Translation

metav touvtwn 
(genitive case)

with these

metav tau:ta 
(accusative case)

after these

parav ajnqrwpon 
(accusative case)

alongside of a man

parav ajnqrwpou 
(genitive case)

from a man

parav ajnqrwpw/ 
(dative case)

beside a man

Preposition Object Translation

diav touvtwn 
(genitive case)

through these

diav tau:ta 
(accusative case)

on account of these
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!
Preposition

use
d%

with
Usage Translation

ajnav A Distributive%
Spatial

in#the#midst#of#
up,#motion#upward#(with%verbs)

ajpov G

Separation%
Source%
Cause%
Partitive%
Agency

away#from#
from,#out#of#
because#of#
of#
by,#from#(rare)

diva
G

Agency%
Means%
Spatial%
Temporal

by,#through#
through#
through#
through(out),#during

A Cause%
Spatial

because#of,#on#account#of,#for#the#sake#of#
through#(rare)

eivV A

Spatial%
Temporal%
Purpose%
Result%
Reference/Respect%
Advantage%
Disadvantage%
In%place%of%ejn

into,#toward,#in#
for,#throughout#
for,#in#order#to,#to#
so#that,#with#the#result#that#
with#respect#to,#with#reference#to#
for#
against#
(with%various%nuances)

ejk G

Source%
Separation%
Temporal%
Cause%
Partitive%
Means

out#of,#from#
away#from,#from#
from,#from#[this#point]…on#
because#of#
of##
by,#from

ejn D

Spatial/Sphere%
Temporal%
Association%
Cause%
Instrumental%
Reference/Respect%
Manner%
Thing%Possessed%
Standard%(Dative%of%Rule)%
equivalent%to%eijV

in#
in,#within,#when,#while,#during#
with#(often%close%personal%relationship)%
because#of#
by,#with#
with#respect#to#/#with#reference#to#
with#
with#(in%the%sense%of%which%possesses)%
according#to#the#standard#of##
(with%verbs%of%motion)

ejpiv

G
Spatial%
Temporal%
Cause

on,#upon,#at,#near#
in#the#time#of,#during#
on#the#basis#of

D
Spatial%
Temporal%
Cause

on,#upon,#against,#at,#near#
at,#at#the#time#of,#during#
on#the#basis#of

A Spatial%
Temporal

on,#upon,#to,#up#to,#against#
for,#over#a#period#of
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katav

G
Spatial%
Opposition%
Source

down#from,#throughout#
against#
from

A

Standard%
Spatial%
Temporal%
Distributive%
Purpose%
Reference/Respect

in#accordance#with,#corresponding#to#
along,#through#(extension);#toward,#up#to#
(direction)#
at,#during#
indicating%the%division%of%a%greater%whole%into%
individual%parts%
for#the#purpose#of#
with#respect#to,#with#reference#to

metav
G

Association/Accompaniment%
Spatial%
Manner

with,#in#company#with#
with,#among#
with#(attendant%circumstance)

A Temporal%
Spatial%

after,#behind#
after,#behind#(rare)

parav

G Source%
Agency

from#
from,#by

D
Spatial%
Sphere%
Association%(=%simple%dative)

near,#beside#
in#the#sight#of,#before#(someone)#
with#(someone/something)

A
Spatial%
Comparison%
Opposition

by,#alongside#of,#near,#on#
in#comparison#to,#more#than#
against,#contrary#to

periv

G Reference%
Advantage%/%Representation

concerning#
on#behalf#of,#for#(=uJpevr)

A
Spatial%
Temporal%
Reference/Respect

around,#near#
about,#near#
with#regard/reference#to

prov G
Spatial%
Temporal%
Rank/Priority

before,#in#front#of,#at#
before#
before

provV A

Purpose%
Spatial%
Temporal%
Result%
Opposition%
Association

for,#for#the#purpose#of#
toward#
toward,#for#(duration)#
so#that,#with#the#result#that#
against#
with,##in#company#with

suvn D Accompaniment/Association with,#in#association#(company)#with

ujpevr
G

Representation/Advantage%
Reference/Respect%
Substitution

on#behalf#of,#for#the#sake#of#
concerning,#with#reference#to#(=periv)%
in#place#of,#instead#of%(=ajntiv)

A Spatial%
Comparison

over,#above#
more#than,#beyond

uJpov
G

(Ultimate)%Agency%
Intermediate%Agency%
Means

by#
through%(with%active%verbs)%
by%(rare)

A Spatial%
Subordination

under,#below#
under#(the%rule%of)
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Noun Rest 



7. Nouns!
(case, number & gender)!!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
Before you read on, let me beg you not to panic. What you learn in this section will 
apply to all substantives. When you grasp these concepts you will be well on your way 
to understanding Greek. !!
Also, don’t forget that we will be encountering these ideas in a much more interesting 
way — in the Greek text itself. So if you read this and it confuses you, don’t worry. It will 
become clearer as we go along.!!!

Noun Syntax!!
As we have said, nouns are verbal tags we put on the various pieces of our world. !!!

Wall!
Woman!

Man!
Subway!

Car!
Dog!
Cat!

etc. etc.!
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English nouns usually change form to tell you their number (singular or 
plural). !
     Greek nouns have: !

a. case (nominative, genitive, dative, accusative). The case tells you the 
function the word performs in the sentence. In English this is 
accomplished by word order.!!!!! !

b. number (singular and plural) and !
c. gender (masculine or feminine or neuter).

Case Meaning Keywords
Nominative Subject of the sentence

Genitive Possession of

Dative Indirect object in, with to, by

Accusative Direct object



Nouns describe the stuff of the universe. There is a lot of stuff so there are a lot of 
nouns. As Steve Martin once complained about the French language, “Those French 
have a different word for everything!” Exactly. Every language has a different word for 
every thing.!!
Greek nouns and other substantives have case, number, and gender. The easiest way 
to get at these ideas is to begin with English. We will begin with number, since English 
and Greek number are the same.!!
Number!!
Consider two variations of the same noun:!

cat!
cats!!

What is the difference between the two? In both cases we are describing a cute, furry 
critter, right? !!
The difference is in the number. “Cat” is singular — it describes one cute, furry critter. 
“Cats” is plural — it describes two or more. !!
English nouns change form to tell us whether we are talking about one (singular) or 
more than one (plural).!!
Normally, in English, we add an “s” to the end of a word to make it plural. !!

cat (one)!
cats (two or more)!!

Nice and simple, right?!!
Sometimes English does other things. Consider these two words.!!

man (singular)!
men (plural)!!

Why not just say “mans” if we want the plural form of “man?” Because no language is 
perfectly consistent. In this case, the number was changed by altering the vowel in the 
middle of the word. !!
And there are even some words that use the same form in the singular and plural:!!

deer (singular)!
deer (plural)!!

If you are tempted to gripe about Greek, remember that English is at least as crazy! 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Gender!!
Consider these three nouns:!

Prince!
Princess!
Monarch!!

What is the difference? They all define someone lucky enough to be royalty, right? !!
The difference between these three lucky people is their gender. These nouns are by 
nature either masculine (prince), or feminine (princess) or neuter/undefined (monarch).!!

The “gender” of a noun tells us whether it is masculine, feminine or neuter.!!
Greek gender is much like English gender, but there is one big difference:!!
In English, most nouns are not gender specific. You might think of English nouns as 
following a “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy. They simply don’t declare their gender.!!
Consider the following nouns:!

Lamp!
Bee!
Tree!
Sky!!

You would not refer to any of these nouns as “he” or “she.” You would refer to all of them 
as “it.” It isn’t that they are neuter. It’s just that the noun doesn’t tell us the gender so we 
declare it neuter by default.!!
A few English nouns have a trace of gender. For example, we might call the church or a 
ship “she,” but most English nouns are genderless.!!
Here is an important difference between Greek and English!!

Every Greek noun, without exception, is !
either masculine or feminine or neuter. !!

In some cases the gender is logical to us (called natural gender).!!
“man” (a[nqrwpoV) is a male noun.!
“woman” (guvnh) is a feminine noun.!!

But in most cases, we can discern no rhyme or reason to it.!!
“word” (lovgoV) is a masculine noun.!
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“sin” (a{martia) is a feminine noun.!
“book” (bivblion) is a neuter noun.!!

You must get used to the idea that every Greek noun, without exception, will be either 
masculine or feminine or neuter.!!!
Case!!
The concepts of number and gender are fairly easy. You may find it harder to grasp the 
idea of case. Don’t worry. We will have plenty of time to let this sink in. And when you 
comprehend Greek case, it will do wonders for your English as well as your Greek 
grammar.!!

Venture on!!!
Consider two different variations of the same word:!!

I!
Me!!

Unless you have a serious mental disorder, you consider “I” and “me” to be the same 
person. I am me, right? If “I” am not “me” I need to see a shrink, pronto!!!
So here’s the big question: Why do we need two words to describe I/me?!!
Here’s the big answer: Because the two forms tell us how the word functions in a 
sentence. This is the case of the noun.!!
That is so important that I will say it again in red:!!

Because the two forms tell us how the word functions in the sentence. !
This is the case of the noun.!!

And in orange:!!
Because the two forms tell us how the word functions in the sentence. !

This is the case of the noun.!
Allow me to demonstrate. Which sentence sounds correct to you:!!

#1   I am going to the store.!!
#2    Me am going to the store.!!
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Even if you can’t explain why, you will identify sentence #1 as correct. It just sounds 
better. But why? !!
Because we use “I” when we want to identify ourselves as the subject — the one doing 
the action of the verb. “I” is called subjective case.!!
Now look at these two sentences:!!

#1    My wife punched I!!!
#2     My wife punched me!!!

Which of those two sentences sounds correct? !!
Hopefully you said the second: “My wife punched me!” sounds right to the English ear. 
But why?!!
Because we use “me” when we want to identify ourselves as the object — the one 
receiving the action of the verb. “Me” is called objective case.!!
We learn to make these shifts intuitively, just from listening to people talk, even if we 
cannot explain the grammar. If you are an English speaker, the logic of the following 
sentences is probably self-evident.!!

Me don’t do things. I do things.!!
I do things to me. I don’t do things to I.!!

You don’t give things to I. You give them to me.!!
Do you see how “I’ and “me” change form depending on whether they are giving or 
receiving the action of the verb?!!
“I” and “me” are examples of case.!!
What is case? Three more times to make sure you never forget: !!

Case is the form a word takes to tell us how it functions in a sentence.!
Case is the form a word takes to tell us how it functions in a sentence.!
Case is the form a word takes to tell us how it functions in a sentence.!

Now strap on your seat belts for a loop-the-loop. Here is why English students find 
Greek baffling.! !
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!
As we get into the Greek text we will see examples and this will become clearer. But to 
get us started, consider an example. Here are two very different events:!!

The dog is biting the man.!!
The man is biting the dog.!!

Notice that the words “man” and “dog” do not change form at all. How do we know who 
is biting whom? !!

By the word order. !!
English puts the subject before the verb and the object after it. But Greek doesn’t 
depend on word order to tell us what role each word is playing in a sentence.!!
In Greek, these two sentences mean the same thing. !!

oJ kuwn daknei ton anqrwpon. 
! ! !  The   dog       is biting      the          man.!

 !
ton anqrwpon daknei oJ kuwn. 

                                   The           man    ←   is biting←the   dog.!!
The translation of both of these sentences is !!

“The dog is biting the man.”!! !
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English nouns don’t change form very much.!
 !

They rely instead on their !
order in a sentence !

to tell us what role they play.!!
Greek nouns change form like crazy.!!

They change form!
to tell us what role !

they play in the sentence.



It looks like the dog is doing the biting in the first sentence but in the second sentence it 
looks to an English speaker as if the man is the one doing the biting. We assume this 
because of the word order. !!
In the second sentence, “the man” comes before the verb so we assume he is doing the 
biting. !!
But Greek tells the subject by changing the form of the word, not by putting it before the 
verb.!!
I highlighted the ways the Greek nouns changed in red. Don’t worry that you can’t 
recognize these changes yet. You will soon.!!

One More Time!!!

The good news is that the patterns of change are consistent and easy to spot. In many 
ways, Greek is easier than English. Once you learn the patterns, it’s a piece of cake. 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HUH??

English nouns don’t change form very much.!
 !

They rely instead on their !
order in a sentence !

to tell us what role they play.!!
But Greek nouns change form like crazy.!!

They change form!
to tell us what role !

they play in the sentence.



Remember:!!
Case is the form a word takes to tell us how it functions in a sentence.!
Case is the form a word takes to tell us how it functions in a sentence.!
Case is the form a word takes to tell us how it functions in a sentence.!!

There are four  primary cases in Greek that correspond with the four main roles the 1

nouns play in the sentence:   !2!
1. Nominative (subject)!
2. Genitive (possession) !
3. Dative (indirect object)!
4. Accusative (object)!!!
Nominative Case (Subject)!!
If a noun is in the nominative case it serves as the subject of the sentence.!!

oJ a[nqrwpoV gravfei. 
                                          !   The        man          is writing. !!
“The man” is in the nominative case since it is the subject of the sentence. !!!
Accusative Case (Object)!!
If a noun is in the accusative case, it serves as the direct object of the verb.!

!
oJ a[nqrwpoV gravfei th;n ejpivstolhn. 

! ! !  The        man     is writing     the          letter.!!!!!
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 The fifth case is the vocative case. It is used for direct address, as in the prayer, “Lord, grant us peace.” “Lord,” in this example, 1

would be in the vocative case. The vocative case is not very common and it is easy to spot from the context so we will not worry 
about it right now. 

 As we become more skilled at Greek we will see that there are many more possibilities than are listed here, especially in the 2

genitive and dative case. This is just to get us started.



Dative Case (Indirect Object)!!
If a noun is in the dative case it identifies it as the indirect object.!!!

oJ anqrwpoV grafei thn ejpistolhn th/ ekklhsia/. 
!  The        man           is writing    the          letter         to the    church.!!!
I think of it as a ricochet. The subject (nominative case) initiates the action which is 
directed at the direct object (accusative case). The action bounces off the direct object 
and hits the indirect object (dative case).!

!
!
Language is much more nuanced than the ricochet of a bullet. Here are some other 
examples.!!
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oJ anqrwpoV 
the man!

nominative case!
(subject)

grafei 
is writing!
main verb

thn epistolhn 
the letter!

direct object!
(accusative case)

th/ ekklhsia/ 
to the church!
indirect object!
(dative case)



!
!
To get us going, we will use the following prepositions with the dative. !!

“to”   “in”   “with”   “by” !!
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oiJ apostoloi 
the apostles!

nominative case!

legousin 
are speaking!

main verb

thn alhqeia 
the truth!

direct object!

th/ sunagwgh/ 
in the synagogue!

indirect object!

nikousin 
conquer!

main verb

ton ponhron 
evil!

direct object!
(accusative case)

maqhtaiV 
disciples!

nominative case!
(subject)

th/ agaph/ 
with love!

indirect object!
(dative case)



Genitive Case (Possession)!!
If a noun is in the genitive case it shows possession. !

!
oJ logoV qeou 

! ! !                      the   word      of God!
                                                         (= God’s Word)!!

We will use the keyword !!
“of” !!

with the genitive case. !!
The keyword “of” is just to get us off the runway. The genitive is capable of great feats. It 
can do much more than show possession. We will explore this when we get into the 
Greek text.!!!

Don’t Forget The Big Picture!!
Case is the form a word takes to tell us how it functions in a sentence.!
Case is the form a word takes to tell us how it functions in a sentence.!
Case is the form a word takes to tell us how it functions in a sentence.!!

And!

!! !
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English nouns don’t change form very much.!
 !

They rely instead on their !
order in a sentence !

to tell us what role they play.!!
But Greek nouns change form like crazy.!!

They change form!
to tell us what role !

they play in the sentence.



Here is a summary of the four primary Greek cases.!!

!!
Remember: every noun will have:!!
! Case (which tells us how it functions in the sentence)!
! Number (which tells us if it is singular or plural)!
! Gender (which tells us if it is masculine, feminine or neuter.)!!
The possible variations of case, number and gender are as follows:!!

!
The main differences between Greek and English are summarized in the chart below.!!

Comparison of Greek and English!

!
That’s it for noun syntax. On to noun morphology! 

Case Meaning Keywords
Nominative Subject of the sentence

Genitive Possession of

Dative Indirect object in, with to, by

Accusative Direct object

Case Number Gender
 Nominative!
 Genitive!
 Dative!
 Accusative

 Singular!
 Plural

 Masculine!
 Feminine!
 Neuter

Case Number Gender

English depends on !
word order much like Greek

only a few nouns 
declare their 

gender

Greek
depends on 
morphology 

(changed forms)
much like English all nouns declare 

their gender
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8. First Declension!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
Every Greek noun will give us three pieces of information about itself:!!
1. Its case tells us the role it plays in the sentence.!
2. Its number tells us whether it is singular or plural.!
3. Its gender tells us whether it is masculine, feminine, or neuter. !!!

!
But how will a given noun give us this information?!!

by inflection!!
“Inflection” is just a fancy word for “change.” The words will change form (“morph”) to 
give us the information. English words inflect a little bit. But Greek words inflect like 
crazy!!!
These inflections give us grammatical information about the word. It is nearly impossible 
to understand Greek without understanding grammar. But this is a good thing! Because 
once you know Greek, you will be a grammar whiz.!!
Greek nouns follow three patterns of inflection (change). These three patterns are called 
“declensions.”!!

When you hear the word “declension” !
think !

“the pattern of change a noun follows !
to show me its case, number and gender.”  

Case Number Gender
 Nominative!
 Genitive!
 Dative!
 Accusative

 Singular!
 Plural

 Masculine!
 Feminine!
 Neuter
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First declension nouns are usually feminine and end in an α or η



On the second page of the Master Chart, locate the Noun Endings Chart.!!

Notice that there are three declensions.!
!!

First declension nouns!
(in blue)!!

are usually feminine !!
and their stem!!

usually ends in an a or an h.!!
!!

Second declension nouns!
(in blue)!!

are usually masculine or neuter!!
and their stem!!

usually ends in an o.!!
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!
Third declension nouns !

(in yellow) !!
may be masculine, feminine, or neuter!!

and their stem!!
ends in a consonant.!!!

This will become clearer as we go, so if you are a bit confused at this point do not worry!!!
Let’s start by looking at a first declension noun: ajrchv!

Look carefully at the table above. Notice how the endings change to tell us their case, 
number and gender.!!
There are eight forms of every noun. This makes sense.!!

four cases   x   two numbers =  8 forms  !!
In the chart above, notice that in English translations there are only two forms of the 
word: “beginning” and “beginnings.” This is because English does not inflect (change 
form) to tell us its case. It only changes to tell us if it singular or plural. English 
compensates for this by using word order and little helping words. English is not nearly 
as elegant as Greek! 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Here are three more examples of first declension nouns: w’ra, grafhv and dovxa. 
Notice how the endings are “tacked on” to the nouns. Also, notice how consistent the 
endings are.!!
You might notice that in the case of dovxa there is a shift between a and h. This is 
called an alpha-eta shift. Don’t let it bother you. Just realize that in the first declension 
singular, the endings may be made with alphas or etas. !

!
Here is an example of how the endings are used in a Greek sentence.!!

hJ zwhv th;V ajlhvqeiaV divdwsin dovxan th/ yuch:// 
The    life          *                of truth                    gives               glory        to the     soul!!

word ending case function in sentence

zwhv hv nominative subject

ajlhvqeiaV aV genitive possession

dovxan an accusative object

yuch:/ h:/ dative indirect object
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Here is another example in which the words are more mixed up (to us).!!
zwh;n th:/ kardiva/ divdwsin hJ ajgavph tw:n grafw:n. 
    life     to the     heart             gives        the      love           *         of books. !!

!
I put this one out of normal English word order on purpose. Can you figure out how it 
would be translated? !!
The word “love” is in the nominative case, so it is the subject of the sentence.!
The word “books” is in the genitive case so it indicates possession.!
The word “life” is in the accusative case so it is the object of the verb.!
The word “”heart” is in the dative case so it is the indirect object.!!
To translate this sentence into English we have to do two things:!!
1. We have to rearrange the words since English relies on word order to tell us what role 

each word plays in the sentence (case).!
2. We have to add helping words (“of,” “to”).!!
So here it is:!!

The love of books gives life to the heart.!!
If you understand why this sentence is translated this way, you are well on your way to 
understanding how case works! !!
Use the “Take a Hike” Workbook to practice understanding Greek case.!!!

Have fun!!!!!

word ending case function in sentence

zwh;n h;n accusative object

kardiva/ a/ dative indirect object

ajgavph h nominative subject

grafw:n w:n genitive possession
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9. Second Declension!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
We saw that first declension nouns are generally end in a or h, were usually feminine 
and followed a single pattern. !!
The stem of second declension nouns generally end in an o, may be masculine or 
neuter, and follow two patterns, which differ slightly from each other. !

Two Essential Things You Must Know About Every Noun!!
1. Its Gender!!

Every Greek noun will be either masculine or feminine or neuter. !!
2. Its Declension!!

Every Greek noun will be either first or second or third declension. !!!
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Second declension nouns are usually masculine or neuter and end in o.



You do not know a Greek noun until you know its gender and declension, but once you 
know its gender and declension you know exactly what to expect in all of its eight forms. !!
!!!
Here are examples of two 
second declension, 
masculine nouns: !!

qeovV and kovsmoV.!!
Notice how the endings are 
“tacked on” to the words to 
show you the case, number, 
and gender.!!!!!!!!
!!!!
Here are examples of two 
second declension, neuter 
nouns: !!
eujaggevlion and iJerovn.!!

Notice again how the 
endings are “tacked on” to 
the words to show you the 
case, number, and gender.!!!!!!!!!!
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!
The patterns Greek nouns follow to show 
you case, number, and gender are 
marvelously consistent. !!!!

Savor the wonder!  !!!!!!!
Now observe how some second declension endings function in a Greek sentence.!

a[ggeloV qeou: khruvssei eujaggevlion ajnqrwvpoiV 
  (an)  angel        of God        announces               good news                     to men. !1 2!

!
The word order of the preceding sentence matched English word order exactly. Before 
you look at the answer, see if you can figure out how to translate the next sentence, 
which seems scrambled up.!!!!
!

word ending case function in sentence

a[ggeloV oV nominative subject

qeou: ou genitive possession

eujaggevlion on accusative object

ajnqrwvpoiV oiV dative indirect object
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makes sense to do so.

 Greek uses the masculine gender to refer generally to all people.2



novmoiV doulou:sin to;n kovsmon lovgoi ajnqrwvpwn 
    to laws          (they) enslave        the         world              words              of men!!!

!
The word “words” is in the nominative case, so it is the subject of the sentence.!
The word “men” is in the genitive case so it indicates possession.!
The word “world” is in the accusative case so it is the object of the verb.!
The word “laws” is in the dative case so it is the indirect object.!!
To translate this sentence into English we have to do two things:!!
1. We have to rearrange the words since English relies on word order to tell us what role 

each word plays in the sentence (case).!
2. We have to add helping words (“of,” “to”).!!
So here it is:!!

Words of men enslave the world to laws.!!
Isn’t Greek amazing?!

!

word ending case function in sentence

novmoiV oiV dative indirect object

kovsmon on accusative object

lovgoi oi nominative subject

ajnqrwvpwn wn genitive possession
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Lexical Form of Nouns!!
How will you know if a noun is masculine, feminine or neuter? How will you know what 
declension it follows? You must learn all this when you learn the word. !!
A “lexicon” is a Greek dictionary. I’m not sure why we have to use fancy words. But most 
people call Greek dictionaries “lexicons.”!!
“Lexical form” just refers to the way you will find it in the dictionary. Obviously, a Greek 
lexicon can’t list every form of every word. It would be far too bulky. Instead, Greek 
lexicons list the word in its nominative singular form and tell you which pattern of 
inflection it follows.!!

Here is how this works:!
If I were to look up the word lovgoV (word) in the lexicon I would find it listed like this:!!

λόγος, ου, ὁ!
What are the ou and the oJ for? !!!!

oJ is the masculine form of the article. It tells me that lovgoV is a masculine noun. !

!!
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The “ou” is the genitive ending of lovgoV. It shows me which column to follow as 
lovgoV goes through its eight changes. !!

!!
The lexicon doesn’t list all eight endings. That would be a long list!!!

lovgoV, ou, w/, on, oi, wn, oiV, ouV, oJ !!
The lexicon assumes that if you know the genitive form, you will be able to supply the 
remaining endings. So “λόγος, ου, ὁ” gives you the information (in yellow above) and 
assumes you are smart enough to supply the rest of the column. You are, of course!!!

Case Endings

Masculine!
(2nd declension)

Feminine!
(1st declension)

Neuter!
(2nd declension)

Masc / Fem!
(3rd declension)

Neuter!
(3rd declension)

Nominativ
e!

subject
oV logoV  

word a or h arch 
beginning on ergon 

work V ceir 
hand - fwV 

light

Genitive!
possession ou logou 

of a 
word aV or hV archV 

of a beginning ou ergou 
of work oV ceiroV 

of a hand oV fwtoV 
of light

Dative!
in, with, to, by w/ logw/ 

to a 
word a/ or h/ arch// 

to a beginning w/ ergw/ 
to work i ceiri 

to a hand i fwti 
to light

Accusative!
object on logon 

word an or 

hn
archn 

beginning on ergon 
work a ceira 

hand - fwV 
light

Nominativ
e!

subject
oi logoi 

words ai arcai 
beginnings a erga 

works eV ceireV 
hands a fwta 

lights

Genitive!
possession wn logwn 

of words wn arcwn 
of beginnings wn ergwn 

of works w
n

ceirwn 
of hands wn

fwtw
n 

of lights

Dative!
in, with, to, by oiV logoiV 

to words aiV arcaiV 
to beginnings oiV ergoiV 

to works si
n

cersin 
to hands sin fwsin 

to lights

Accusative!
object ouV logou

V 
words

aV arcaV 
beginnings a erga 

works aV ceiraV 
hands a fwta 

lights
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Now, let’s look up ajrchv in the lexicon. We find:!!
ἀρχή, ῆς, ἡ !!

hJ is the feminine form of the article. It tells me that ajrchv is a feminine noun. !

!
h:V is the genitive ending of ajrchv. This shows me that I should follow the first 
declension.!!

!
Once again, the lexicon does not give me all eight endings.!!

ajrchv, hV, h/, hn, ai, wn, aiV, aV, hJ!!
The lexicon gives me the gender and the genitive form (in yellow above). I use my chart 
to figure out the rest. Soon I won’t need a chart because I will remember this simple and 
consistent pattern.!

Case Endings

Masculine!
(2nd declension)

Feminine!
(1st declension)

Neuter!
(2nd declension)

Masc / Fem!
(3rd declension)

Neuter!
(3rd declension)

Nominative!
subject oV logoV  

word a or h arch 
beginning on ergon 

work V ceir 
hand - fwV 

light

Genitive!
possession ou logou 

of a word aV or hV archV 
of a beginning ou ergou 

of work oV ceiroV 
of a hand oV fwtoV 

of light

Dative!
in, with, to, by w/ logw/ 

to a word a/ or h/ arch// 
to a beginning w/ ergw/ 

to work i ceiri 
to a hand i fwti 

to light

Accusative!
object on logon 

word an or hn archn 
beginning on ergon 

work a ceira 
hand - fwV 

light

Nominative!
subject oi logoi 

words ai arcai 
beginnings a erga 

works eV ceireV 
hands a fwta 

lights

Genitive!
possession wn logwn 

of words wn arcwn 
of beginnings wn ergwn 

of works w
n

ceirwn 
of hands wn fwtwn 

of lights

Dative!
in, with, to, by oiV logoiV 

to words aiV arcaiV 
to beginnings oiV ergoiV 

to works si
n

cersin 
to hands sin fwsin 

to lights

Accusative!
object ouV

logou
V 

words
aV arcaV 

beginnings a erga 
works a

V
ceiraV 
hands a fwta 

lights
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Now, let’s look up e[rgon in the lexicon. We find:!!
ἔργον, ου, τό !!

tov is the neuter form of the article. It tells me this is a neuter noun. !

!
ou tells me that I should follow the second declension.!!

!!
By listing the article and the genitive form, the lexicon makes it possible to know every 
noun in every form. 

Case Endings

Masculine!
(2nd declension)

Feminine!
(1st declension)

Neuter!
(2nd declension)

Masc / Fem!
(3rd declension)

Neuter!
(3rd declension)

Nominative!
subject oV logoV  

word a or h arch 
beginning on ergon 

work V ceir 
hand - fwV 

light

Genitive!
possession ou logou 

of a word aV or hV archV 
of a beginning ou ergou 

of work oV ceiroV 
of a hand oV fwtoV 

of light

Dative!
in, with, to, by w/ logw/ 

to a word a/ or h/ arch// 
to a beginning w/ ergw/ 

to work i ceiri 
to a hand i fwti 

to light

Accusative!
object on logon 

word an or hn archn 
beginning on ergon 

work a ceira 
hand - fwV 

light

Nominative!
subject oi logoi 

words ai arcai 
beginnings a erga 

works eV ceireV 
hands a fwta 

lights

Genitive!
possession wn logwn 

of words wn arcwn 
of beginnings wn ergwn 

of works w
n

ceirwn 
of hands wn fwtwn 

of lights

Dative!
in, with, to, by oiV logoiV 

to words aiV arcaiV 
to beginnings oiV ergoiV 

to works si
n

cersin 
to hands sin fwsin 

to lights

Accusative!
object ouV

logou
V 

words
aV arcaV 

beginnings a erga 
works a

V
ceiraV 
hands a fwta 

lights
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10. Third Declension!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
First declension nouns are generally end in a or h, are usually feminine, and follow only 
one pattern. !!
Second declension nouns generally end in an o, may be masculine or neuter, and follow 
two patterns which differ slightly from each other.!!
Third declension nouns end in a consonant and may be masculine, feminine, or neuter. 
They are in yellow below.!

Let’s look first at the noun savrx.  Savrx is a third declension, feminine noun. The stem of 
savrx is sark. It is pretty easy to see how the endings are attached to sark except in 
the nominative singular. !

We would expect  sarkV!!
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stem that ends in a consonant.



But instead we get sarx!
Here is what happened: The ks was changed to a x. If you think about it, this makes 
perfect sense. The sound a x makes is “ks.”!!

sarkV  >  sarx 
!

Time Out!

This the perfect opportunity to introduce you to the Square of Stops.!!
The Square of Stops is a table that tells you what happens when certain consonants 
collide. You can find it on page 6 of the Master Chart!!

Collision of Consonants!
The Square of Stops!!

The Square of Stops is a nifty way to show how consonants collide to create new 
letters. For the most part, it is intuitive. !

If two letters collide in such a way that they sound like a third letter, Greek simply 
replaces the two colliding letters with the letter whose sound they make. !
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!
There are two primary letters which create this collision: sigma and theta.!!

Addition of Sigma!!
Labials are made with the lips as in p, b, and f. !!

Try pronouncing any labial plus sigma:!

ps, bs fs  
Can you see why the result is a !

y?!
!
Velars are made in the back of the throat as in k, g, and c.!!

Try pronouncing any velar plus sigma:!

ks, gs cs  
Can you see why the result is a !

x?!
!

Dentals are made when the tongue touches the front teeth as in t, d, and q.!!
Try pronouncing any dental plus sigma:!

ts, ds qs  
Can you see why the result is a !

s?!
The dental is dropped because it is so awkward to pronounce it before the sigma.!! !
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Addition of Theta!

!
Unvoiced consonants do not engage the vocal chords. Try pronouncing p, k, and t 
and notice that the vocal chords are not used.!!
Voiced consonants engage the vocal chords. Try pronouncing b, g, and d and notice 
that the vocal chords are used.!!
Aspirate consonants involve the flow of air. Try pronouncing f, c, and q and notice the 
flow of air.!!

Interesting, eh?!!!
Here is the general rule: When you add q to a voiced or unvoiced aspirate, it becomes 
the related aspirate. For example:!!!
When a q is added to the labials p and b, it becomes fq. In other words!!

pq  >  fq 
bq  >  fq 

!!
When a q is added to the velars k and g, it becomes cq. In other words!!

kq  >  cq 
gq  >  cq 

!!
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When a q is added to the dentals t and d, it becomes sq. In other words!!
tq  >  sq 
dq  >  sq 

!!!!
If this is overwhelming right now, don’t worry. 
We will have the opportunity to see this again 
and again. You will get the hang of it. !!!!!

!
Back to Third Declension!

!
The neuter noun, fwvV, is built on the stem fwt. !!
It is obvious how the endings are being attached 
except in the nominative singular and dative 
plural. Remember the Square of Stops?!!
When sigma is added to a dental, the dental is 
dropped (see p. 61 above).!

ts > s !
So fwtV becomes fwV (nominative singular)!

and!
fwtsin becomes fwsin (dative plural)!!!
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Also, please notice that the nominative singular forms are often odd but the !!
genitive forms are always regular. !!

If you want to find out in what consonant a third declension noun ends, look at the 
genitive singular form. Remove the noun ending (oV) and you will see the final 
consonant. !!!!!
Some Greek students are terrified of third declension 
nouns. This is a problem because there are lots of them! 
There is no need to fear. Although they are not as 
consistent as first and second declension nouns, the 
patterns are fairly easy to see in context.!!!!!!!!!
Here are examples of masculine, feminine, and neuter third declension nouns which 
play by the rules: ajnhvr, gunhv, and o[noma.!

!
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!!!
Here are examples of some third declension nouns that do not perfectly follow the chart. 
However, notice the similarities. !!

!
The best way to master third declension nouns is to read lots of Greek. And that is fun!!

!!

cavriV, oV, hJ pathvr, patroV, 
oJ iJereuvV, evwV, oJ gevnoV, ouV, tov

Nominative!
subject  cavriV  pathvr  iJereuvV  gevnoV

Genitive!
possession cavritoV patrovV iJerevwV gevnouV

Dative!
in, with, to, by cavriti patriv iJerei: gevnei

Accusative!
object cavrin patevra iJereva gevnoV

Nominative!
subject cavriteV patevreV iJerei:V gevnh

Genitive!
possession carivtwn patevrwn iJerevwn genw:n

Dative!
in, with, to, by cavrisi(n) patravsi(n) iJereusi(n) gevnesi(n)

Accusative!
object cavritaV patevraV iJerei:V gevnh
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Let’s practice our third declension with a sentence.!!
pivstiV swv/zei a[ndraV kai; gunai:kaV th:/ duvnamei  
     faith            saves            men             and             women         by the       power!!
th:V  cavritoV. 1

  of             grace!!

!
!!!
In this example, the Greek word order is similar to 
English so the translation is easy:!!!!
Faith saves men and women by the power of grace.!! !!!!!

word ending case function in sentence

pivstiV V nominative subject

a[ndraV kai; gunai:kaV aV accusative 
(plural) object

cavritoV oV genitive possession

duvnamei i dative indirect object
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Conclusion!!
So there you have it: The syntax and morphology of Greek nouns. !!
You may be blown away by this week. Do not be discouraged! As we continue on 
together we will see this over and over. You will learn to recognize these patterns and it 
will start to make sense. !!
If you have never studied a highly inflected language (where words change forms a lot) 
these ideas are completely new to you. Do not worry if you find it difficult. That is 
normal! !!
We are developing uncharted areas of your mind. This is a good thing! Your brain is 
getting bigger. Pretty soon you will look like those really smart aliens on Star Trek.!

!!!!
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Camp Modifier!
The Article and Adjectives 



11. The Article!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!!
English Articles: “A” and “The”!!

In English there are two kinds of articles, the definite article (“the”) and the indefinite 
article (“a”).!!
The definite article “definitizes.” It points to something specifically. Not just any old 
tree,“the” tree. Not just any old monkey, “the” monkey.!!
The indefinite article leaves options open. “A” tree, meaning any old tree. “A” monkey, 
meaning any old monkey.!!
If I ask you to bring me a cup of coffee you grab any cup and bring it to me, filled with 
coffee.!!
But if I ask you to bring me the cup of coffee, I have a specific cup of coffee in mind. The 
definite article takes the general concept and “definitizes” it. !!
If you are an English speaker you will find this all very natural.!!!

The Greek Article: Three Twists!!
As we go along, we will find that the Greek article is very helpful in our translation. But 
there are three twists to the Greek article we must get used to.!!!

Twist #1: No Indefinite Article!!
There is no indefinite article in Greek. In other words, there is no form of the article 
specifically to designate that you mean “a” monkey. Or, if you prefer, there is no way to 
be specifically non-specific. !!
So how does Greek communicate an indefinite idea? Usually by not using the article at 
all. !
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!
oJ anqrwpoV = “the” man. 

!
anqrwpoV = “a” man!!!

This is not a hard and fast rule. We will discover many exceptions as we go along. !!
For example, John 1:1 reads as follows:!!!

_ θεὸς ἦν ὁ λόγος!
                                                       God   was the  Word!!
There is no article before qeoV (“God”). Does this mean that “God” is indefinite here, in 
other words, that the Word was a god? If so, then Jesus may be god-like but John is not 
claiming that he is fully God. This would be contrary to other things that John says about 
Jesus in his gospel. !!

What is going on here?!!
This is an example of the nuanced way that Greek makes use of the article. !!

One cannot automatically assume that if there is no article that the noun is 
indefinite (“a”). !!
One cannot automatically assume that if there is an article that we supply the 
definite article in our translation (“the”). !!

John has crafted a remarkably nuanced statement about the nature of Jesus in four 
words. We will study this more in our next class, Studies in John. !!!!

Twist #2: Greater Nuance!!
Greek use of the article is much more nuanced than in English. There are similarities 
with the use of the English article. But there are also many ways in which the Greek 
article is used differently than the English article. The only way to get the hang of it will 
be to read a lot of Greek.!!!!
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Twist #3: 24 Forms!!
There are 24 forms of the Greek article.  In other words, there are 24 ways to say “the.” !1!!!!

      Huh??   Why??!
!
!
!

Because in English we use the word “the” whether we are talking about...!!
the man!
the men!!
the woman!
the women!!
the work!
the works!!

The English article does not change form to match the case, number and gender of the 
noun it modifies. But in Greek, the article looks like this:!!

oJ anqrwpoV ! the man 
oiJ anqrwpoi the men!
!
hJ gunh  the woman 
aiJ gunai  the women 
!
tov ergon  the work 
tav erga  the works !

See how the Greek article changes form? The boring old English article remains static. 
The fascinating Greek article changes form to match the noun it modifies in case, 
number and gender. !!
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I’ll say it again: The article is changing forms to match the noun it modifies in:!!
case (nominative, genitive, dative, accusative)!
number (singular, plural)!
gender (masculine, feminine, neuter)!!

Let’s take a look at how the nouns “morph” to do this.!!!
Article Morphology!!

We saw that every noun has case, number and gender. The same will be true with the 
article.!!
But there were only eight forms of each noun. There are 24 forms of the article. Why?!!
Because the nouns were either masculine or feminine or neuter.!!
But the article has to be able to modify all kinds of nouns. This is why it must be able to 
be masculine and feminine and neuter.!!
So rather than eight forms there are 3 x 8 forms = 24.!!

2 (numbers)   x   3 (genders)   x  4 (cases)  =  24 (forms)!!!!
That’s…!!

             2 (numbers)                      x 3 (genders)                 x 4 (cases) 

� !!
= 24 (forms)!!!! !
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This is what the 24 forms look like!

� !!!
At this point you may be terrified. If there are so many forms of Greek words, what hope 
is there of ever learning all this!!

Don’t panic. !!
It is not nearly as bad as it sounds. The patterns that Greek words follow to tell you their 
case, number and gender are very regular. In fact, we already know them!!!
Compare the forms of the article with the noun endings table:!

!
Do you see the similarities? In most instances, the article looks like the noun ending 
with a tau attached to the front. Again, mastering Greek is all about learning to see 
patterns!!!

Si
ng

ul
ar

Pl
ur

al

M F N

 Nominative “the” oJ hJ tov
 Genitive “of the” tou: th:V tou:
 Dative “to the” tw:/ th:/ tw:/
 Accusative the tovn thvn tov

 Nominative “the” oiJ aiJ tav
 Genitive “of the” tw:n tw:n tw:n
 Dative “to the” toi:V tai:V toi:V
 Accusative “the” touvV tavV tav

The Article

Si
ng

ul
ar

Pl
ur

al
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Lexical Form of The Article!!
When you look up the Greek article in a lexicon, it is listed like this:!!

ὁ, ἡ, τό!!
Why three forms? Because to know the article we have to know how it behaves in its 
masculine, feminine and neuter forms. The lexicon gives us this information.!!
The article follows a 2-1-2 pattern. This means it follows the second declension in the 
masculine gender, the first declension in the feminine gender and the second 
declension in the neuter gender. !!

!
More about this in our next lesson.!!!

!

Masculine Feminine Neuter

2-1-2 2nd!
declension

1st!
declension

2nd!
declension
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12. 2-1-2 Adjectives!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
When you look up the adjective ἀγαθός in the lexicon, it will be listed like this:!!

ἀγαθός, ή, όν!!
Please notice that there is no article. Why? !!

Because ἀγαθός is not a noun. It is not masculine or feminine or neuter. !!
a[gaqoV is an adjective. It has to be able to be masculine AND feminine AND neuter.!!

The lexicon gives you the endings (in red above) to tell you how it behaves in all three 
genders.!!

ajgaqovV is the masculine form 
!

ajgaqhv is the feminine form 
!

ajgaqovn is the neuter form !!
ἀγαθός is a 2-1-2 adjective. This means it follows !!!
! second declension in the masculine  (2)!!
! first declension in the feminine, and  (1)!!
! second declension in the neuter  (2)!!!!

Just like the article!!
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most common.



!
Do you see why we must have all three genders? Because “good” needs to be able to 
modify masculine and feminine and neuter nouns. This is unlike English. English has 
only one form. Compare the English adjective “good” with the Greek adjective a[gaqoV. !!

!
Do you see how “good” never changes form, but a[gaqoV is constantly changing to 
match the noun it modifies?!
!

Now the lights are going on!!!

Case, Number, Gender Greek English
nominative, singular, masculine a[gaqoV a[nqrwpoV good man

nominative, plural, masculine a[gaqoi a[nqrwpoi good men

nominative, singular, feminine a[gaqh guvnh good woman

nominative, plural, feminine a[gaqai guvnai good women

nominative or accusative, singular, neuter a[gaqon e[rgon good work

nominative or accusative, plural, neuter a[gaqa e[rga good works

genitive, singular, neuter a[gaqou e[rgou of a good work

dative, singular, neuter ajgaqw:/ ejrgw:/ to a good work
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Notice how the endings follow the 2-1-2 pattern (in blue). Also, compare the endings of 
ἀγαθός with the article below. Do you see how similar the endings are?!!!

!
!!
Greek may seem complicated at first. But as you go along, you will come to recognize a 
few consistent patterns that reveal the case, number and gender of every substantive. It 
will become as plain as the nose on your face.!!!
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 Genitive “of the” tou: th:V tou:
 Dative “to the” tw:/ th:/ tw:/
 Accusative the tovn thvn tov

 Nominative “the” oiJ aiJ tav
 Genitive “of the” tw:n tw:n tw:n
 Dative “to the” toi:V tai:V toi:V
 Accusative “the” touvV tavV tav

The Article
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Please study the chart below and be certain that all the letters in green make sense to 
you. Be sure you understand:!!
1. That they follow the 2-1-2 pattern of declension.!
2. That the articles and adjectives match the noun they modify in case, number and 

gender.!
3. The translations.! !

 

!!!!!
!

the good word / beginning / work
Masculine!

(2nd declension)
Feminine!

(1st declension)
Neuter!

(2nd declension)

N oV oJ ajgaqovV lovgoV  
the good word a or h hJ ajgaqhv ajrchv 

the good beginning on tov aJgaqovn e[rgon 
the good work

G ou tou: ajgaqou: lovgou 
of the good word aV or hV th:V ajgaqh:V ajrch:V 

of the good beginning ou tou: aJgaqou: e[rgou 
of the good work

D w/ tw:/ ajgaqw:/ lovgw/ 
to the good word a/ or h/

th:/ ajgaqh:/ ajrch:// 
to the good beginning w/ tw:/ aJgaqw:/ e[rgw/ 

to the good work

A on tovn aJgaqovn lovgon 
the good word

an or 

hn
thvn ajgaqhvn ajrchvn 

the good beginning on tov aJgaqovn e[rgon 
the good work

N oi oiJ ajgaqoiv lovgoi 
the good words ai aiJ aJgaqaiv ajrcaiv 

the good beginnings a tav aJgaqav e[rga 
the good works

G wn tw:n ajgaqw:n lovgwn 
of the good words wn tw:n aJgaqw:n ajrcw:n 

of the good beginnings wn tw:n aJgaqw:n e[rgwn 
of the good works

D oiV toi:V aJgaqoi:V lovgoiV 
to the good words aiV tai:V aJgaqai:V ajrcai:V 

to the good beginnings oiV toi:V aJgaqoi:V 
e[rgoiV 

to the good works
A ouV touvV aJgaqouvV lovgouV 

the good words aV tavV aJgaqavV ajrcavV 
the good beginnings a tav aJgaqav e[rga 

the good works
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13. 3-1-3 Adjectives!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
If the table below makes sense to you, you already understand 3-1-3 adjectives. The 
rest is just filling in a few details.!!!

!!
We saw that 2-1-2 adjectives followed the!
! second declension in the masculine!
! first declension in the feminine, and!
! second declension in the neuter!!
3-1-3 adjectives follow the!
! third declension in the masculine!
! first declension in the feminine, and!
! third declension in the neuter!!!

Masculine Feminine Neuter

2-1-2!
adjectives

2nd!
declension

1st!
declension

2nd!
declension

3-1-3!
adjectives

3rd!
declension

1st!
declension

3rd!
declension
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3-1-3 adjectives follow a 3-1-3 pattern of declension. Πας is an important 
3-1-3 adjective.



πᾶς means “all” or “every” and is a common 3-1-3 adjective. Do you see how the case 
endings were tacked onto πᾶς in the tables below? (Look at the blue columns.)!

In case you were wondering...!!!!
We saw that third declension nouns were those whose stem 
ended in a consonant. 3-1-3 adjectives follow the third 
declension in the masculine and neuter genders for the same 
reason: those two stems end in a consonant. Observe:!!!

!
Do you see how the masculine and neuter forms end in a consonant (t)? This is the 
reason they follow third declension in those genders. !!
The feminine form ends in a vowel (a) so it follows first declension, which is used for 
stems that end in the vowels a or h.! !

stem !
in masculine gender

stem !
in feminine gender

stem !
in neuter gender

pant pasa pant
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How perfectly logical!!!
When we were looking at third declension nouns, we saw that the third declension is not 
as consistent as first and second declension. !!
The same thing is true with adjectives that follow the third declension. tavcuV means 
“fast” or “quick” and is a 3-1-3 adjective. Notice the slightly strange forms (in red).!!!

!!

!!!!!!
We have already seen this sort of odd behavior when we looked at third declension 
nouns.!!
Thankfully, most adjectives follow the 2-1-2 pattern. 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Lexical Form!!
When you look up the adjective πᾶς in the lexicon, it will be listed like this.!!

πᾶς, πᾶσα, πᾶν!!
Notice that there is no article. Why? !!

Because πᾶς is not a noun. It is not masculine or feminine or neuter. !!
πᾶς is an adjective. It has to be able to be masculine AND feminine AND neuter.!!

The lexicon lists the three genders to show you how it behaves in all three genders.!!
πᾶς is a 3-1-3 adjective. This means it follows !!
! third declension in the masculine  (3)!
! first declension in the feminine, and  (1)!

! third declension in the neuter  (3)!!!!
Note: There are relatively few 3-1-3 adjectives. So why bother with them? Because 
when we come to the participle, this pattern will be very important to recognize. But 
don’t worry about participles yet! All in good time.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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14. 2-2 & 3-3 Adjectives!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
A reminder: All we are doing is studying the patterns by which adjectives tell us their 
case, number, and gender. !!
We have seen the behavior of 2-1-2 and 3-1-3 adjectives.!!
2-2 and 3-3 adjectives may strike you as strange. There are three genders. Why only 
two numbers to designate three genders?!!
Because in the case of 2-2 and 3-3- adjectives, the first number tells us how the 
adjective behaves in masculine and feminine genders. The second number tells us 
how the adjective behaves in the neuter gender. !!!

! !

Masculine Feminine Neuter

2-1-2!
adjectives

2nd!
declension

1st!
declension

2nd!
declension

3-1-3!
adjectives

3rd!
declension

1st!
declension

3rd!
declension

2-2!
adjectives

2nd!
declension

2nd!
declension

3-3!
adjectives

3rd!
declension

3rd!
declension
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2-2 adjectives follow second declension in all three genders. This is normal 
for the masculine and neuter, but looks odd in the feminine.!!
3-3 adjectives are third declension in all three genders.



Let’s take a closer look.!!!
2-2 Pattern!

ἁμαρτωλός, -όν!!
ἁμαρτωλός is a 2-2 adjective that means “sinful.” It is called a 2-2 adjective because it 
follows...!!
! second declension in the masculine and feminine gender and!
! second declension in the neuter.!!
The pattern is a little strange to us because the feminine is usually first declension, not 
second. !

Study these two tables until it makes sense to you how the endings in blue are added to 
the adjective.!
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3-3 Pattern!
meivzwn, -on !

meivzwn means “greater” and is a 3-3 adjective. This means it follows!!
! third declension in the masculine and feminine gender, and!
! third declension in the neuter.!!
Do you see how the case endings (in blue) are attached to the adjective?!

Don’t be afraid! 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Lexical Form of Adjectives!!
How will you know what pattern an adjective follows? The lexicon will tell you by the 
way it lists the adjective and if this leaves things unclear, it will list a few more examples 
to help.!!
Here are the adjectives we have studied as they are listed in the lexicon.!!

!
The lexicon will list the adjective in its masculine, feminine, and neuter forms. !!
If the masculine and feminine share a form, the first entry will refer to the masculine and 
feminine forms. The second entry will refer to the neuter form.!!
How will you tell an adjective from a noun? A noun will always be listed with an article. A 
noun is either masculine or feminine or neuter. The article tells you the gender of the 
noun.!!
An adjective has to be able to change forms to match all three genders. It is necessary 
to understand the pattern it follows in the masculine and feminine and neuter genders.!!!

Odd Patterns!!
Almost every time, you will be able to identify the case, number and gender of an 
adjective using the case endings chart. But not all adjectives follow the case endings 
exactly. ! !
Don’t worry. It is usually very easy to figure out the case, number and gender of 
adjectives. !

!

2-1-2 3-1-3 2-2 3-3

ἀληθινός , -ή, -όν πᾶς, πᾶσα, πᾶν ἁμαρτωλός, -όν meivzwn, -on
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15. Adjective Usage!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!!
Adjectives are words that modify nouns. They give us useful clarification about the noun 
in question. Greek adjectives are very similar to English adjectives with the exception 
we have come to expect: Greek adjectives change forms to show us their case, number 
and gender. !!

This lesson focuses on the three ways that adjectives are used in Greek!

! !

Usage Definition English Example

1. Attributive Adjectives “attribute” some quality to a 
noun” the good man

2. Substantival Adjectives “stand in” for a noun. God rewards the good.

3. Predicate Adjectives involve some form of “to be” God is good.
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Adjectives may be attributive, substantival, or predicate.!

!
The article is an important clue to determine what kind of adjective it is.!

Usage Definition English Example
1. Attributive Adjectives “attribute” some quality to a noun the good man
2. Substantival Adjectives “stand in” for a noun. God rewards the good.
3. Predicate Adjectives involve some form of “to be” God is good.



Attributive Adjectives!!
Attributive adjectives modify a noun. They “attribute” some quality to a noun.!!

The green tree!
The little grammar!

The lovely wife!!
In English, the adjective immediately precedes the noun it modifies (word order again!) 
In Greek, attributive adjectives may follow English word order or may reveal themselves 
in other ways.!!
Here is an example that follows English word order:!!

oj ajgaqovV a[nqrwpoV 
                                              the     good              man!!
Here is another common example of an attributive adjective that is unlike English word 
order:!!

oJ a[nqrwpoV oJ ajgaqovV 
                                           the          man      (the)    good!!

Attributive adjectives usually have the article.!!!
Substantival Adjectives!!

Substantival adjectives “stand in” for nouns. They have substance! !!
The diligent will do well in this class.!!

Diligent what? Students, of course. But the word “student” is not in this sentence. It is 
assumed. The adjective is left on its own, and performs the function of the noun in the 
sentence.!!
 Here are a few more examples of substantival adjectives.!!

The righteous are treated better than the sinful.!
The good, the bad, and the ugly.!!

If there is no noun to modify, the adjective takes on substance of its own — a 
substantival adjective!  !!!
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Here are a few examples in Greek.!!
oJ ajgaqovV zhvsei 

                                                  the  good (man)  will live!!
hJ ajgaqhv zhvsei 

                                                  the good (woman)  will live!!
aiJ ajgaqavi zhvsei 

                                                  the good (women) will live!!
The case, number and gender will match the missing noun. Notice in the examples 
above that !!

In the first example ajgaqovV is singular masculine so we assume a singular 
masculine subject.!!
In the second example ajgaqhv is singular feminine so we assume a singular 
feminine subject.!!
In the third example ajgaqavi is feminine plural so we assume a feminine plural 
subject.!!

Substantival adjectives usually have the article. !!
If there is no noun for an adjective to modify there is a good chance it is substantival.!!!

Predicate Adjectives!!
Predicate adjectives involve some form of “to be.” For example,!!

The man is good. !
That ice cream was delicious!!!

In Greek, it looks like this:!!
oj ajnqrwpovV ejstivn ajgaqovV 

                                      the          man             is             good!!
oj ajnqrwpovV ajgaqovV 

                                              the       man        (is)   good!!
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!
In the first example, the “to-be” verb is expressed (ejstivn “is”). In the second, it is not. 
Greek will often leave the verb unexpressed if it believes it to be obvious.!!

The predicate adjective !
never !

has the article.!!!
To summarize…!!!

!!
The article is an important clue to determine what kind of adjective it is.!

!!

Usage Definition English Example

Attributive Adjectives “attribute” some quality to 
a noun” the good man

Substantival Adjectives “stand in” for a noun God rewards the good.

Predicate Adjectives involve some form of “to 
be” God is good.
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Pronoun Point!
Pronouns! 



16. First & Second Person 
Pronouns!

!
Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!!
Pronouns are everywhere! There are not very many of them, but you will see them 
splattered on every page. Even in English they are extremely common. I have 
highlighted them in these first few paragraphs so you can see that it is true.!!
It is critical to recognize pronouns in their various forms. They are so important that on 
your Master Chart I have spelled out eleven of the most common pronouns in every 
possible form and translated them for you.!!
We have seen all of these variations before. Most pronouns follow the nice, simple 
2-1-2 pattern of declension.!!
Please keep in mind that the pronouns on the Master Chart represent only eleven 
words. Do not fear! Each box represents a single word in all of its forms. We have 
already met the forms. There is no need to fear.!!!

Syntax!!
Pronouns are the little words that “stand in” for nouns in all kinds of interesting ways. 
There are different varieties of pronouns: personal, relative, interrogative, indefinite, 
demonstrative and reflexive. Each has its own function, as we will see.!!
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In Greek, first and second person pronouns do not have gender so there 
are only eight forms.!



Morphology!!
Pronouns must be able to “stand in” for all kinds of subjects: masculine, feminine and 
neuter. Therefore, they will be like adjectives. There will be up to 24 forms of each 
pronoun, depending on which pattern of declension it follows. !!!

The Concept of “Person”!!
Before examining the personal pronouns, we must pause to understand what is meant 
by “person.” Here is a chart of personal pronouns in English.!!

!
Notice three odd things about English personal pronouns. !!!

1. Unlike most English words, they decline a lot and in ways that follow no clear pattern. 
It’s positively barbaric!!
!
2. The second person pronoun is the same in the singular and plural (unless you are 

from the South, in which case you say “y’all” for the second person plural).!
!
3. In the third person singular only, English pronouns have gender. This is why there are 

three forms (“he-she-it”).!!

Singular Plural

First Person!
I!

We

N:  I!
G:  mine!
D:  to me!
A:  me

N:  we!
G:  our!
D:  to us!
A:  us

Second Person!
You!
You

N:  you!
G:  your!
D:  to you!
A:  you

N:  you!
G:  your!
D:  to you!
A:  you

Third Person!
He-She-It!

They

N:  he-she-it!
G:  his-hers-its!
D:  to him-her-it!
A:  him-her-it

N:  they!
G:  theirs!
D:  to them!
A:  them
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Greek pronouns are much more civilized. Here are the Greek first and second person 
pronouns.!

Please notice that there are only !!
! eight forms of the first person pronoun, and!
! !
! eight forms of the second person pronoun.!!

Do you see why? What is missing?!!!
There are only eight forms because in Greek, first and second pronouns !!

do not have gender!!!
The first and second person personal pronouns follow a slightly odd third declension 
pattern. It is best just to memorize them. You will see them on every page so do yourself 
a favor and make friends with them.!!
Notice how similar the first and second person pronouns are to each other. There is just 
a letter’s difference between them in most cases.!!
The forms in small print are emphatic forms. For example, mou means “my” but ejmou:  
means “my!”!!
In the English translations, notice that English pronouns change form (“decline”) quite a 
bit in the first person but not in the second person. !

!
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17. Third Person Pronouns!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
As a reminder, the English third person pronouns are in blue.!!

!
As we are learning to expect, Greek third person pronouns are much more consistent. 
They have gender for both singular and plural forms and follow a nice easy 2-1-2 
pattern of declension. ! !!

Singular Plural

First Person!
I!

We

N:  I!
G:  mine!
D:  to me!
A:  me

N:  we!
G:  our!
D:  to us!
A:  us

Second Person!
You!
You

N:  you!
G:  your!
D:  to you!
A:  you

N:  you!
G:  your!
D:  to you!
A:  you

Third Person!
He-She-It!

They

N:  he-she-it!
G:  his-hers-its!
D:  to him-her-it!
A:  him-her-it

N:  they!
G:  theirs!
D:  to them!
A:  them
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The third person pronoun has gender and follows the familiar 2-1-2 pattern!



!

!!
It would be difficult to overemphasize the importance of the third person pronoun. !!

It shows up in nearly every line of Greek text.!!
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The third person pronoun follows a nice easy 2-1-2 pattern of declension. In fact, it 
looks very much like the article with auj added to the front. Take some time comparing 
these three charts. !!

!!
The pronoun will take the case, number, and gender of the noun it “stands in” for (called 
its “antecedent”).!!
The Greek third person pronoun is perfectly logical. The reason third person pronouns 
are difficult for English speakers is not because of Greek but because of English.  !!
I provide you with the full paradigms and translations for all of the pronouns so you can 
get used to the English. The Greek is easy!!!!! !
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Three Uses of aujtovV!!
In Greek, the third person pronoun is usually used as a pronoun, but there are two 
additional functions to watch out for. !!!

1. aujtovV as a personal pronoun (normal)!!
John 1 is full of examples of this. There are three in verse 12.!!
12 ὅσοι δὲ ἔλαβον αὐτόν, ἔδωκεν αὐτοῖς ἐξουσίαν 
           As many      but   (they) received            him                   He gave                  to them                  authority !
τέκνα θεοῦ γενέσθαι, τοῖς πιστεύουσιν εἰς τὸ ὄνομα  
    children         of God              to become,                to the                 ones believing                in        the           name !
αὐτοῦ,  
      of Him,!!
Do you see how !!
! the accusative case is used for the direct object (aujtovn)?!!
! the dative case is used for the indirect object (aujtoi:V)?!!
! the genitive case is used for possession (aujtou:)?!!
In each instance, the pronoun is behaving just like it would in English — as a personal 
pronoun.!!! !
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2. aujtovV for emphasis!!
Sometimes, aujtovV is used to emphasize the subject. In translation, we use some form 
of “self” (myself, himself, herself, itself, themselves…)!!

e[gw aujtovV didavskw koivnh ujmivn 
                                    I            myself            am teaching                 Koine             to you.      !!

aujtovV ὁ πατὴρ φιλεῖ ὑμᾶς!
                                               Himself    the      father          loves          you.!
                                                          = “The father himself loves you” !!
When used this way, aujtovV will never have the article. !1!!!!

3. aujtovV meaning “the same…”!!
Every now and then, you will run into aujtovV and it should be translated “the 
same_____.”!!
Here are a couple of examples:!!

καὶ πάλιν ἀπελθὼν προσηύξατο τὸν aujtovn λόγον!
        and       again               leaving                        he prayed                the          same             word!!

Διαιρέσεις χαρισμάτων εἰσίν, τὸ δὲ aujto; πνεῦμα!
                 Varieties                         of gifts                 there are     the    but      same             Spirit!!
This is the rarest uses of aujtovV. We will not run into it in John 1.  !

!
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 When a substantive lacks the article it is said to be in “predicate position.” 1



18. Relative Pronouns!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!
Relative pronouns introduce relative clauses. Here are some examples of relative 
clauses in English.!!

The man who is teaching us Greek is bald. !
Students who listen well will pass this class. !
Joy will fill the hearts of people on whom the Spirit falls.!
Is this the book of which you speak?!!

Do you see how in each case, the underlined clause acts like an adjective to modify a 
noun?!!
! The “who-is-teaching-us-Greek” man. !
! The “who-listen-well” students.!
! The “on-whom-the-Spirit-falls” people.!
! The “of-which-you-speak” book.!
! !
The confusing thing is that in English, the relative pronoun and the interrogative 
pronoun use the same forms. For example, I might say:!!

Who is teaching us Greek?!
Who is listening well?!
On whom does the Spirit fall?!!

If the pronoun asks a question, it is an interrogative pronoun.!!
If it connects a relative clause with a noun, it is a relative pronoun.!!
This is a problem with English, not Greek. Greek has different forms for the relative and 
interrogative pronouns.!

Relative: o{!
Interrogative: tivV!!

We will meet the interrogative pronoun in our next lesson.!!
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The relative pronoun (“who,” “which”) looks like the 2-1-2 noun ending chart. 
They always have a rough breathing and an accent mark. Relative 
pronouns introduce relative clauses.



In English, the relative pronoun is “who,” “whom,” or “which.” It does not change form 
very much. !!
In Greek, every relative pronoun will give you its case, number and gender. Therefore, 
there will be more forms. !!
The relative pronoun is very easy to recognize. It follows a nice 2-1-2 pattern, the one 
we are growing to love. !!
The relative pronoun looks very much like the noun endings chart with one important 
difference. Do you see it?!

!
The relative pronoun will always have both a!

 rough breathing mark !
and !

an accent.!!!
You will find relative pronouns relatively easy to spot. !!
Remember: when you see a relative pronoun, look for a relative clause that modifies 
some noun.!!
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19. Interrogative and Indefinite 
Pronouns!

!!
Lesson in a Nutshell!

! !
Be Brave!!

!
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Interrogative and indefinite pronouns follow the 3-3 pattern and are identical 
except that the interrogative pronoun always has an accent on the first 
syllable.!
The relative and interrogative pronouns can be confusing because of 
overlapping forms in Greek and English.!!Relative Interrogative Indefinite

English who, which who? which? 
what?

someone!
something!

anyone!
anything 

Greek o{V, h{, o{ tivV, tiv tiV, ti



Interrogative and Indefinite Pronouns!

!
The interrogative pronoun interrogates. It asks questions. Who? What? Which? Here 
are a couple of examples in English.!!

Who is enjoying learning Greek?!
What would you rather be doing right now?!
Which is your favorite football team? !!

As we have seen, one obnoxious coincidence of English is that “who” serves as both 
the relative pronoun (which we studied in the previous lesson) and the interrogative 
pronoun. Do not let this confuse you.!!

Interrogative: Who is working hard?!!
Relative: The students, who are working hard, will do well.!!!

The indefinite pronoun does not interrogate. It refers to some undefined subject. Here 
are a couple of English examples:!!

Someone will get tired of this lesson before it is over.!
Hand me something to wipe up this mess!!!

As you can see, these pronouns look very much alike, even though their meaning is 
quite different. Can you spot the difference between the two forms?!! !
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The difference is that !!
The interrogative pronoun always has an accent on the first syllable. !!

The indefinite pronoun never has an accent on the first syllable.!!
I find it helpful to think of the accent on the first syllable as a question mark. !!!

The Grand Confusion!!
It is easy to see why there is confusion with these pronouns. In English, there is overlap 
in form between the forms of the relative and interrogative pronouns. In Greek, there is 
overlap in form between the interrogative and indefinite pronouns.!!

!
Please remember that Greek does give you a clue to distinguish the interrogative 
pronoun from the indefinite pronoun. I’ll say it again:!!!

The interrogative pronoun always has an accent on the first syllable. !!
The indefinite pronoun never has an accent on the first syllable.!!!

What pattern of declension do these two pronouns follow? Hopefully you can guess!!!
turn the page for the exciting answer!!

!

Relative Interrogative Indefinite

English who, which who? which? 
what?

someone!
something!

anyone!
anything 

Greek o{V, h{, o{ tivV, tiv tiV, ti
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3-3!

!
Just in case you have forgotten, this means that they follow!!
! third declension in the masculine and feminine, and !
! third declension in the neuter.!!
This looks exactly like the third declension portion of our noun endings chart (in yellow). !!
Study the charts above until you can see how the third declension endings are being 
added to show you the case, number, and gender of the pronouns.!!
Notice that the English forms change a little bit to give you information about their case, 
number and gender. But the Greek forms do it regularly, consistently, and beautifully. !!

Yay Greek!!
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20. Demonstrative and Reflexive 
Pronouns!

!
Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!!
Near and Far Demonstrative Pronouns!!

Here are examples of the near demonstrative pronouns in an English sentence:!
! This is becoming very easy!!
! Whatever you did for the least of these, you did for Me.!!
And here are examples of the far demonstrative pronouns:!

Are you finished with that?!
Those are my favorite jelly beans!!!

!!
Notice that in English, the pronoun does 
not change except to show whether it is 
singular or plural. The English chart 
would look like this:!!! ! !!
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Near demonstrative pronouns (“this” and “these”) look a lot like third 
person pronouns except they start with a rough breathing or a τ.  Far 
demonstrative pronouns (“that” and “those”) begin with ἐκειν. !

First person reflexive pronouns all begin with eJmaut.!
Second person reflexive pronouns all begin with seaut.!
Third person reflexive pronouns all begin with eJaut.



The Greek chart looks like this:!

Why is the Greek chart so complicated? Because it gives us the case, number, and 
gender every time it uses the pronoun.!!
This is not really complicated. It is just following the 2-1-2 pattern we have grown used 
to. The way to learn the pronouns is not to memorize every one of them, but to notice 
the patterns.!!
The near demonstrative pronouns have either a rough breathing or begin with a t. 
Otherwise, they look very much like the third person pronoun.!!
The far demonstrative pronouns are especially easy to recognize. They always begin 
with ejkeivn.!!!

Reflexive Pronouns !!
The reflexive pronouns reflect the action of the verb back onto the subject. For example:!!

First Person: !! I plan to read to myself tonight.!
Second Person: ! Give yourself a break!!
Third Person: ! She is very strict with herself.!!!
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Here are all of the English forms:!!

!
Since Greek gives us the case, number and gender of every substantive, we will expect 
more forms, but these forms will follow the nice, easy 2-1-2 pattern we already know.!!

Once you get the hang of a few patterns, Greek is not as hard as it first appears!!!
Greek Reflexive Pronouns!

I did not include the plural forms of the first and second person reflexive pronouns 
because I ran out of space. But they follow the 2-1-2 pattern. Easy as pie!!!
You might notice that there are no nominative forms. Why?!!
Because the reflexive pronoun by definition receives the action of the verb. There is no 
need for a nominative form. For example:!

I hit myself.!
Myself does not hit myself.!

Singular Plural

First !
Person myself ourselves

Second 
Person yourself yourselves

Third 
Person

himself!
herself!
itself

themselves
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There is really nothing new to learn here except three words.!
Notice the patterns.!

First person reflexive pronouns all begin with eJmaut.!
Second person reflexive pronouns all begin with seaut.!
Third person reflexive pronouns all begin with eJaut.!!!

Lexical Forms of Pronouns!!
Pronouns, like the article and adjectives, have forms in all three genders. Therefore, 
they are listed in their masculine, feminine and neuter forms in the lexicon.!!
Remember that we are only discussing eleven words. They change form in very regular 
ways. Once you learn a few patterns you are well on your way to learning Greek! !!

!

Lexical Form Pattern Translation

First Person ejgw no gender I

Second Person suv no gender

Third Person aujtovV, hv, ov 2-1-2

Relative o{V, h{, o{ 2-1-2 Who

Interrogative tivV, tiv 3-3 Who? What? Which?

Indefinite tiV, ti 3-3 someone, something
Near 
Demonstrative ou|toV, au{th, tou:to 2-1-2 this, these

Far 
Demonstrative ejkei:noV, h, o 2-1-2 that, those

First Person 
Reflexive ejmautou:, h:V, ou: 2-1-2 of myself

Second Person 
Reflexive seautou:, h:V, ou: 2-1-2 of yourself

Third Person 
Reflexive ejautou:, h:V, ou: 2-1-2 of himself / herself / itself
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!

Valley of the Verbs!
!!!!

!



Introduction!
Welcome to the masterpiece of the Greek language.  

!
We learned that the endings of Greek substantives changed to tell us their case, 
number and gender. !!
Greek verbs change form to give us five (!) pieces of information:  !!

tense, voice, mood, person and number. !!
If you do the math, you quickly discover that the massive number of forms will make you 
feel like you have landed in Alice’s Wonderland.!
!

5 tenses!
(present, imperfect, future, aorist, perfect)!

X!
3 voices!

(active, middle, passive)!
X!

3 moods!
(indicative, subjunctive, imperative)!

X!
3 persons!

(first, second, third)!
X!

2 numbers!
(singular, plural)!

=!
270 forms of every Greek verb! !1

!
The good news is that just as we saw with substantives, verbs will follow predictable 
patterns of change. We do not have to learn 270 forms of every verb we meet! We only 
have to familiarize ourselves with a few regular patterns of variation.!!
The bad news is that there are more patterns to learn with verbs than with substantives. 
The verbs can change form so completely that you have no idea what the original was.!!
Also, we will discover that a few of the commonly used verbs behave with seeming 
disregard for the rules. Anarchists! But these scofflaw verbs, like all anarchists, follow 
patterns of their own.  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21. Tense, Voice, Mood, Person, 
Number!

!
Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
Every Greek verb will give you five important pieces of information: !!

1. Tense!
2. Voice!
3. Mood!
4. Person!
5. Number!!

The possibilities are:!

*technically, not moods, but usually classified here. !!
In this lesson we will understand what tense, voice, mood, person, and number mean.!!!

!
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The goal of this lesson is to understand what tense, voice, mood, person, 
and number mean. 



Person!
We have already discussed the concept of person when we looked at pronouns.!

!

Number!
Number tells us whether the subject of the verb is singular or plural. No sweat!!!!

Voice!
The voice of a verb describes the relationship between the subject of the verb and the 
action of the verb. !

• In the active voice the subject does the action of the verb.!!
• In the middle voice the subject does the action of the verb and that action comes back 

to affect the subject in some way. The middle voice is one of the subtleties that was 
disappearing from the Greek language at the time of the New Testament. There are 
very few verbs in the New Testament that have a clearly “middle” meaning. !!

• The passive voice describes the subject receiving the action of the verb. !!
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Mood!!
The mood of the verb describes the relationship of the verb to reality.!

!

Tense!
In English, tense primarily has to do with time — when an action takes place. We speak 
of past, present, and future tenses.!!

Present: I fly!
Future: I will fly!
Past: I flew!!

Greek tense also gives us information about when the action took place, but it also tells 
us what kind of action took place. “Kind of action” is called “aspect.” There are three 
aspects in Greek. They are often represented with lines and dots.!

• Continuous aspect describes the action as ongoing. !
• Undefined aspect just says something took place without giving any information about 

the kind of action. !
• Perfected aspect tells us that an event took place with results that continue.!!
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The chart below illustrates the aspect and time of the five Greek tenses.!

!
• The present tense describes continuous or undefined action in the present time. 

(Context will have to be used to determine if the action is continuous or undefined.)!

• The imperfect tense describes continuous action in the past time.!

• The future tense describes undefined action in the future time.!

• The aorist tense describes undefined action in past time. It is the most common way to 
say that something happened.!

• The perfect tense describes an action that took place in the past with continuing 
results. Exegetically speaking, this is one of the most interesting tenses.!

!
That’s it!!

On to the wonder of morphology! 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22. The Personal Endings!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!
Obviously, if we set out to study 270 forms of every Greek verb we would soon lose our 
minds. Instead, we will learn clues to identify the tense, voice, mood, person and 
number. In most cases, these clues will tell us everything we need to know.!!

How To Identify Person and Number!!
Greek (and many other languages) have a very slick way of indicating changes of 
person and number. Rather than using personal pronouns as we do in English, the 
ending of the verb is modified in such a way that the person and number are made clear 
in the verb itself.!
Beginning with a simple verb like luvw (I loose), observe how the person and number 
change as the personal endings change:!

!

Person Ending Verb + Ending Translation

 (1s)  I w luvw I loose

 (2s)  you eiV luveiV You loose

 (3s)  he/she/it ei luvei He/She/It looses

 (1p)  we omen luvomen We loose

 (2p)  you (all) ete luvete You (all) loose

 (3p)  they ousi(n) luvousin They loose
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The personal endings give us four pieces of information about the verb. !
1. The person!
2. The number!
3. The voice!
4. The time of the action!

They are very important to learn to recognize!



The key to identifying the person and number is to know the personal endings. There 
are four sets of endings.!

!
Why four? Because these endings do more than tell you person and number. They also 
give you information about:!!
1. The voice of the verb !!
! Active:     The subject does the action of the verb.!
! Middle:     The subject does the action of the verb and it comes back to ! !        
affect the subject.!
! Passive:   The subject receives the action of the verb.!!
! Notice the two columns: “Active” and “Middle/Passive.”!!
2. The time of the action!!
! The primary endings are used for present and future time.!
! The secondary endings are used for past time.!!
! Notice the two rows: “Primary” and “Secondary.”  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In English, the table would be translated like this!

!!
The chart below shows the way the endings are applied to λύω!

and gives the translations.!

!
You may notice something else going on here. !
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!
In the secondary row, all of the verbs begin with an ε. Why is that? Because in Greek, 
when a verb goes into past time, it augments. It does this by adding an ε to the front of 
the verb.!!
It might help you to think of the way that English puts a verb into the past time.!!

Jump!
becomes!

Jumped!!
The “ed” on the end of the word makes it past time. Think of the ε added to the front of a 
Greek verb in the same way. !!

If the Greek verb has an augment on the front, it is in the past time.!!
So you get two clues you are in the past: the augment and the secondary endings. !!
Let’s experiment with a few examples.!!
βλέπω means “I see.” What would the following forms of βλέπω mean?  Cover the 
answers on the right and see if you can figure out the translations. I will translate them 
all using the continuous aspect.  !1!
βλέπεις    You are seeing 

βλέπετε    You (all) are seeing 

βλέπομαι    I am being seen 

βλέπεσθε    You (all) are being seen 

ἔβλεπον    I (or they) were seeing 

ἐβλέπομεν   We were seeing 

ἐβλέπετο    He/She/It was being seen 

ἐβλέποντο   They were being seen 
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aspect. The secondary forms are all imperfect tense, which can only be continuous aspect. More about 
this soon.



The hardest part of this by far is figuring out the English. Compare the nice compact 
Greek verbs with the complicated English translations. !!

Aren’t you glad you are learning Greek?!!
And if you are feeling blown away by all this new information, don’t give up! We will be 
seeing this again and again and again and again…!
!

!
You will get it!!

!!!
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23. Contract Verbs!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
As we have seen, Greek modifies verbs by adding letters to the front and back. This 
creates all kinds of collisions. !!
Most of the time, no blood is shed. But when certain vowels collide with each other, they 
morph into something new. !!
This is a simple chart that accounts for nearly all collisions of vowels.!

Since we do not have to write Greek, only read it, we do not have to become experts at 
this. We only have to recognize when a collision has happened so it doesn’t throw us for 
a loop.!!
One of the most common places to see these collisions is with contract verbs. This is a 
great place to practice on some collisions.!!!

Contract Verbs!!
Contract verbs are verbs whose stem ends in an a, e or o. For example:!!

ajgapavw is an a contract verb, meaning “I love”!
poievw is an e contract verb, meaning “I do”!
plhrovw is an o contract verb, meaning “I fill”!!
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Contract verbs are verbs whose stem ends in an a, e or o. When this 
happens, the contract vowel and the first vowel of the personal ending 
change into something new.



You can easily recognize contract verbs by the vowel before the final omega.!!
When the personal endings are added to the contract verbs, vowels collide and result in 
some odd looking personal endings. But there is really nothing odd about it. It is just the 
normal combination of vowels.!!
See if you can use the vowel contraction table below to figure out the following 
collisions. Don’t worry about accents.!!

!

!!
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Here are the answers.!

!
Again, you do not have to write Greek, just read it. So if you can just recognize contract 
verbs, you will be able to understand the strange looking endings. !!! !

You do not have to be an expert.!
You just have to be able to do two things.!!

1. Recognize that the strange personal ending is due to the fact that you are 
dealing with a contract verb.!!

2. Recognize the shape clearly enough to see which personal ending is being 
used.!!!!!!
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24. Regular Roots & Stems!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
Let’s begin with luvw, a nice, regular verb that plays by all the rules. !!
On your Master Chart, you will notice that some of the boxes are shaded. These are the 
oddballs. Never fear! We will master them soon. I have deleted them in the picture 
below.!

As you can see, there are many forms. But remember: there are only a few patterns. !!
As we have seen, the personal endings tell us the person and number as well as the 
voice. !!
There are only a few clues we need to recognize to determine the tense.  !!!!
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Beginning with a root (like λυ), Greek verbs follow a few obvious and 
consistent patterns to show us their tense.



This is the “recipe book” to make all the tenses of λύω. Here is some great news:  The 
clues for λύω hold true for almost all the verbs!!!

Recipes for Verbs!

!
Now let’s look at these forms, one at a time.!

!

Tense Clues Meaning
Present!

luvw
Present tense stem (lexical form)!

primary endings
Ongoing or undefined 
aspect, present time

Imperfect!
e[luon

augment, present tense stem !
secondary endings Ongoing aspect, past time

Future!
luvsw

s before 
primary endings

Undefined aspect, future 
time

Aorist!
e[lusa

augment, sa, !
secondary endings

Undefined aspect, past 
time

Perfect Active!
levluka

reduplication, k!
primary active endings

Perfected aspect, past to 
present time

Perfect !
Middle/Passive!

levlumai

reduplication, no k,  
no connecting vowel 

primary middle/passive endings

Perfected aspect, past to 
present time

Aorist Passive!
ejluvqhn

augment, qh!
secondary active endings 

Undefined aspect, past 
time

Future Passive!
luqhvsomai

qhV!
primary m/p endings

Undefined aspect, future 
time
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Present (active & middle/passive) Tense!

!
Zoom in!!

!
When we learn a verb in Greek we will learn it in the present tense. Because of this, the 
clue in the present tense is that there is no clue! The present looks just like the lexical 
form with the primary endings attached. 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Imperfect (active and middle/passive) Tense!

!
Zoom in!!

The imperfect tense is built on the present tense stem. !!
Since it is in the past time, we attach an augment to the front of the verb and use the 
secondary endings. !!!!
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Future (active and middle) Tense!

!
Zoom in!!

The future is built on the future tense stem. In the case of λύω, it is the same as the 
present tense stem. As we will see, sometimes it changes a little.!!
But the big clue for the future is the σ before the primary endings. It is usually very easy 
to spot.!!
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!
Aorist (active and middle) Tense!

!
Zoom in!!

!
The aorist tense is built on the aorist tense stem. Usually this is easy to spot and looks 
just like the present with σα attached. Sometimes it is unusual. But more of that later.!!
Because the aorist tense is undefined action in the past time, it uses an augment and 
the secondary endings, just like the imperfect. !!
The big clue for the aorist is the σα. As you can see, the σα makes the secondary 
endings look a little different. Mainly, the connecting vowel gets swallowed up by the α, 
but the endings are still perfectly recognizable. 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Perfect (active) Tense!

!
Zoom in!!

!
The perfect active is different from the perfect middle/passive, so it gets its own tense 
stem. !!
The clues to look for in the perfect active are !!
! Reduplication  on the front of the verb and!1

! κ before the primary active endings. !!
As you can see, the endings get swallowed up by the α, just like they did in the aorist 
and this makes them look somewhat different. But remember: look for shapes. Don’t 
insist on exact duplicates.  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λυ > λελυ



Perfect (middle/passive) Tense!

!
Zoom in!!

The perfect middle passive is a bit of an oddball. The forms are not very difficult to 
recognize.!!
Because they are perfect, they are reduplicated. !!
There is no κ. Instead, the primary middle/passive endings are tacked on without a 
connecting vowel. In the second person singular, there is a strange form: σαι. Actually, 
this is the true form of the second person singular that gets all twisted around in the 
other forms. Sigmas cause problems for Greek verbs (σαι).  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Aorist (passive) Tense!

!
Zoom In!!

The aorist passive gets its own form. It is usually very easy to spot.!!
Because it is in the past time, it is augmented. !!
It uses θη to identify itself. This usually sticks out like a sore thumb. !!
The odd thing about the aorist passive is that it uses secondary active endings. (You 
would expect to use middle/passive endings.) But no big deal. The θη makes it obvious 
that it is a passive form. And the person and number are easy to spot if you focus on the 
patterns. !
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Future (passive) Tense!

!
Zoom In!!

The future passive is sort of an oddball. It is built on the aorist passive tense stem. But it 
is easy to recognize.!!
It uses θης to identify itself. We are used to thinking of σ as an identifier for the future. !!
Plus, we use the primary middle/passive endings, which makes sense. !!
Actually, even though this is an odd form, it is very easy to recognize. The θης will 
shout, “Future passive!” to you.! !
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So there you have it. All the forms of λύω!!!
But here’s the deal: If you understand how λύω changes to show you its tense, you are 
well on your way to understanding Greek verbs, because most of them follow a similar 
pattern. !!
One more time. Here is a summary of the clues that will be used to recognize tense. 
Take some time to make friends with this table!!!

!!

Tense Clues
Present!

luvw
Present tense stem (lexical form)!

primary endings

Imperfect!
e[luon

augment, present tense stem !
secondary endings

Future!
luvsw

s before 
primary endings

Aorist!
e[lusa

augment, sa, !
secondary endings

Perfect Active!
levluka

reduplication, k!
primary active endings

Perfect !
Middle/Passive!

levlumai

reduplication, no k,  
no connecting vowel 

primary middle/passive endings

Aorist Passive!
ejluvqhn

augment, qh!
secondary active endings 

Future Passive!
luqhvsomai

qhV!
primary m/p endings
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25. Adverbs!

!!
What a relief to come across a topic that can be learned as easily as adverbs!!!
Two factors make Greek adverbs very simple.!!
1. They do not change form. Yep! You heard me right. They don’t morph, decline, 

shape-shift, or otherwise modify their appearance. Once you learn an adverb, you’re 
through. Yay!!!

2. There aren’t very many of them. Greek uses adverbial participles and adverbial 
conjunctions to modify verbs. These aren’t so easy. But the pure adverbs themselves 
could not be more simple. In fact, here are all of the adverbs used more than fifty 
times in the New Testament.!

!!
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Adverbs modify verbs. They do not change form.



In the following English sentences, I have colored the adverb light green and underlined 
the verb it modifies. See if this makes sense to you.!!
1. The students studied diligently for the Greek test.!

2. They spent three hours busily completing the exam.!

3. They were not happy about their grades!!

4. The instructor did not prepare them for the test.!

5. He did not allow them to take the test again.!

6. They went immediately to report him to the Dean.!!!
Please notice that “not” is a very common adverb. It takes the meaning of the verb and 
turns it into its opposite. In John 1, we will see “not” used repeatedly. !!
(Did you notice that in the sentence above, that “used repeatedly” is another example of 
an adverb?)!!!

That’s really all there is to adverbs!!
!

The students cheered wildly at the good news!!!!
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!

!

The Labyrinth!
Strange Twists Verbs Take  



26. Liquid Verbs!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
A Liquid Form: μένω!!
Liquid verbs are verbs whose root ends in λ, μ, ν or ρ. !!
These letters are called “liquids.” They are called this because of the way air flows over 
the tongue (λ and ρ) or through the nose (μ and ν) when they are pronounced. But no 
need to worry about those details. !!

For now, it is elementary to remember these four letters. That’s:!!
elementary!

or!

lmnry !
if you like.!!

λ, μ, ν and ρ!

The quirk of these letters is that they do not like to be followed by s, so when a 
personal ending uses a σ after these letters it simply drops. !!

QUICK QUIZ!!
Which tenses use a σ?!!!

(Turn the page for the exciting answer.)!!
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Liquid verbs have stems that end in λ, μ, ν or ρ. When these consonants 
combine with σ, the sigma drops. This oddity occurs in the future and aorist 
tense.



Future and Aorist!!

!
So liquid forms affect only the future and aorist tenses.!!

On your master chart, you will see that I have listed the liquid forms for the verb μένω.!!
Notice that μένω has a stem that ends in a liquid consonant, ν. We could not use λύω 
as an example of a liquid verb. Why? Because its stem does not end in a liquid 
consonant. On all of the shaded verbs on the chart, notice that we had to use a different 
verb (typed vertically in the bubble). λύω won’t work because λύω is perfectly regular. !

In this chapter, I will give you a detailed explanation for how liquid verbs behave. Please 
don’t get lost in the details. Remember the big picture! !!
The only thing you need to remember about a liquid verb is that it drops the sigma in the 
future and aorist tense because σ does not like to follow λ, μ, ν and ρ. !!

Tense Clues
Future!

luvsw
s before 

primary endings

Aorist!

e[lusa
augment, sa, !

secondary endings
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It’s  elementary, remember?!!!
Let’s zoom in and look at μένω, a great example of a liquid future.!!!

Μένω: A Sweet Liquid Future!
!
If μένω were not a liquid verb, we would expect the future to look like this:!

!
Do you see the problem? In each form we have a liquid (ν) followed by a σ. !!

But Greeks do not like liquids consonants !
to be followed by sigmas!!!

So they drop the sigma. The result looks like this:!

!
Why the strange augmented vowels with the circumflexes? Here is the full explanation 
just in case you want to know. (Don’t get hung up on it.)!!
The actual tense formative for liquid futures is not σ but ες. Here is what happens, 
taking the first person plural as an example.!
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!
μεν + ες + ομεν !

becomes  !
μενεσομεν !

But Greeks did not like sigmas to stand between two vowels!
(They had issues with sigmas. I think they needed counseling.)!!

So they dropped the sigma!!
μενεομεν !

Do you remember the vowel contraction chart?!
εο becomes ου.!!

The result is!!
μενοῦμεν !!

Too much information? Probably.!!
You do not need to remember all that. There are only two things you need to remember 
to identify a liquid future.!!
1. After the liquid consonant (λ, μ, ν, or ρ), the sigma is not used.!

2. The endings of the liquid futures wind up looking just like epsilon contract 
verbs. !!!

On the next page, !
compare the liquid verb μένω !
with the contract verb ποιέω. 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!

!
How will you be able to tell the liquid futures apart from the epsilon contract verbs?!!
There are two ways.!!
1. A liquid consonant will precede the personal ending if it is a liquid future. Notice that 

this is not the case with ποιέω.  λ, μ, ν and ρ are your friends! Learn to spot them!!

2. When you learn the verb, you will learn that it is not an epsilon contract. The lexical 
form is μένω, not μενέω.!!!

Μένω: A Liquid Aorist!
Since σα is used in the aorist tense, we have a similar collision between a liquid 
consonant and a sigma.!!

We would expect this.!!

!!

μένω ποιέω
   menw: 
   menei:V 
   menei: 
   menou:men 
   menei:te 
   menou:sin

    poiw: 
    poiei:V 
    poiei: 
    poiou:men 
    poiei:te 
    poiou:sin
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See the problem?!!!
In each form we have a liquid (ν) followed by a 

σ. !!
But Greeks do not like !

liquids to be followed by sigmas!!!
So they drop the sigma.!!

So instead, the liquid aorist looks like this.!

!
Do you see how the sigma dropped out, leaving just the alpha? In the liquid aorists 
there are no strange vowel contractions, just a missing sigma.!!

Instead of !
σα 
σας 
σεν 

σαμεν 
σατε 
σαν !

We have!
α 
ας 
εν 

αμεν 
ατε 
α 
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But there is one other difference that you might notice. !!
The vowel in μεν became μειν!!

Why?!!
Here is an answer you need to get used to:!!

It just does!!!
There are many things in language that just happen. I suppose there is a long historical 
explanation of why. But it is best to just accept it.!!

As we will see,!!
Often with the liquid verbs, !

there is some sort of vowel change.!!
No big deal!!!

We will still be able to recognize them.!!
Look for basic shapes. Do not insist on exact forms. We are learning to recognize 
general patterns. This is the key to the Greek verbal system.!!!!

To Summarize!!
Liquid verbs are verbs whose stem ends in a λ, μ, ν, or ρ. !!
When the sigma of a future or aorist tense formative comes into contact with these 
letters, !!

1. The sigma drops.!

2. The vowels can do funny things.!!
That is all there is to the liquid verbs.!!!
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27. Second Aorists!
Lesson in a Nutshell!

!!
Rather than using σα to show that they are aorists, second aorists undergo a stem 
change.!!
If you understand the previous sentence, you understand second aorists. That’s all 
there is to them.!!
It is easiest to show what a second aorist is by beginning with English.!!
In English, we have a regular way to put things in past tense — we add ed. !!
So, for example:!!

Today I clean.!
Yesterday I cleaned.!!

Today I play.!
Yesterday I played.!!

But there is another way that English verbs move into past time. They undergo a stem 
change. For example: !!

Today I teach.!
Yesterday I taught.!!

Today I go.!
Yesterday I went.!!

Today I run.!
Yesterday I ran.!!

Little kids often say something like this:!!
Yesterday I goed swimming with my mom. We correct them and say, “Yesterday you 
went swimming with your mom.”!!
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Rather than using σα to show that they are aorists, second aorists undergo 
a stem change. This is not unlike how in English the past tense of “go” is 
“went.”



But actually, the kid is applying a logical rule to “go” to make it into “goed.” The problem 
is not with the kid’s logic. The problem is with English!!!
In Greek, second aorists are exactly like this. We have already seen one thing Greek 
verbs do to show they move into past time — they add an augment to the front of the 
verb.! !

But how do Greek verbs normally indicate they are in the aorist tense? !!
They add σα. !!

λύω I loose!
ἔλυσα  I loosed!!

βλεπω  I see!
ἔβλεψα   I saw!1

!
Second aorists do not follow the rules.!

They do not add σα. !!
They undergo a stem change.!

Just like in English!!!
For example:!!

λάμβανω: I take!
ἔλαβον: I took!!

βάλλω:  I throw!
ἔβαλον:  I threw!!

Sometimes these changes are very obvious (as in λάμβανω/ἔλαβον.) Other times there 
is only the difference of a single letter (as in βάλλω/ἔβαλον.)!!
Which set of endings would you expect the second aorists to use, primary or 
secondary?!!

Secondary, of course.!
We are in past time.!!!
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 Notice that the σ is “hidden” in the ψ. ἔβλεπσα became ἔβλεψα. See the square of stops.1



Without the σα, the endings look much more normal to us. In fact, the second aorists 
look exactly like imperfects with one important difference:!!

the stem change!!
I put that in big, bold blue since it is so important to remember. Second aorists are 
simply verbs that show you they have moved to the aorist tense by changing their stem 
rather than adding a σα. !!

Look at how λαμβάνω shows it is an aorist. No σα. Just the stem change.!!
Compare the second aorist of λαμβάνω with the imperfect of λύω. Do you see how 
similar they are?!!

Here is the second aorist on the Master Chart.!
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!
Please notice that there are three types of aorists: Regular, liquid and second.!!

This has nothing to do with the meaning!!!
These are just different forms that aorists use to say, “Hey! I’m an aorist!”!!!!!

One more time: What is a second aorist?!!
A verb that shows does not use σα to show you it is aorist. !

Instead, it uses!!
a stem change!!!

That’s all there is to it. 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28. Deponents!
!

Lesson in a Nutshell!

Deponents are weird, but they are not difficult.!!
If you understand the following sentence, you understand deponents.!!

Deponents are middle or passive in form!
but active in meaning.!!

Allow me to illustrate.!!
Consider a very common Greek verb, ἔρχομαι (which means “I come”).!!
The ending is middle/passive, as you realize by now.!

!!
Since ἔρχομαι has a middle/passive ending, you would 
expect the translation “I am come” or “I am being 
come” (which doesn’t even make sense).!!
Never fear! The correct translation of ἔρχομαι is “I 
come.” !!
See? ἔρχομαι is middle/passive in form, but active in 
meaning.!!!
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A deponent verb has an active meaning even though its form is middle or 
passive.!
Verbs that start with vowels augment by lengthening the vowel. 



How will you know if a verb is deponent? Because when you learn the verb, you see 
that the ending is “ομαι” rather than “ω.”!!
You will learn the word as ἔρχομαι, not ἔρχω. There is no such verb as ἔρχω. !
Deponent verbs are easy to spot in the lexicon because they will end in “ομαι” rather 
than “ω.” This is because... !

Ἔρχομαι is deponent. !
It is middle/passive in form but active in meaning. !!

Here are thirteen of the most common deponents in Hellenistic Greek. Please notice 
that four of the thirteen are forms of ἔρχομαι with a preposition attached. !

!
Ἔρχομαι indicates motion. The preposition shows the direction of the motion. !

ἀπό means “away from.”  ἀπέρχομαι means “I depart.”!
εἰς means “into.” εἰσέρχομαι means “I go into.”!

ἐκ means “from, out of.” ἐξέρχομαι means “I go out.”!
πρός means “towards, with.” προσέρχομαι means “I come to.”  

Deponent Verbs (present)
ἀπέρχομαι I depart

ἀποκρίνομαι I answer

ἄρχομαι 
(ἄρχω means “I rule”)

I begin

ἀσπάζομαι I greet, salute

γίνομαι I am, become

δέχομαι I receive

δύναμαι I am able, powerful Dynamite gets the job done.

εἰσέρχομαι I go into

ἐξέρχομαι I go out We go out through the exit. 

ἔρχομαι I come (go)

κάθημαι I sit

προσέρχομαι I come to

προσεύχομαι I pray
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Verbs that are formed by a preposition plus a verb are called compound verbs. They 
are very common in Greek. !!
Here are the present and imperfect forms of ἔρχομαι. !!
Notice again that they are middle/passive in form, but active in meaning.!!

! !
That’s all there is to deponents. !!

Deponents are verbs which are middle or passive in form!
but active in meaning.!!

Augmenting on Augments!!
Verbs That Begin with Vowels!!

Augmenting a verb is simple if the verb begins with a consonant.!!
λυ becomes ἐλυ!!

But what if the verb begins with a vowel, as is the case with ἔρχομαι? If we were to 
simply add an ε it would look like this.!!

ἐερχ !
You can probably guess by now that the Greeks did not like that barbaric double 
epsilon. So here’s the rule.!!

If a verb begins with a vowel, it is augmented!
by lengthening the vowel.!!

ἐερχ becomes ἠρχ!

ἔρχομαι I come ἠρχόμην I was coming
ἔρχῃ You come ἤρχου You were coming
ἔρχεται He/She/It comes ἤρχετο He/She/It was coming
ἐρχόμεθα We come ἠρχόμεθα We were coming
ἔρχεσθε You (all) come ἤρχεσθε You (all) were coming
ἔρχονται They come ἤρχοντο They were coming
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Here is another example of augmenting a verb by lengthening a vowel. !!

! !
Verbs that begin with prepositions !

(compound verbs)!!
Many Greek verbs begin with a preposition. These are called compound verbs. !!
Where do you think the augment comes on a verb that begins with a preposition: !

before the preposition or !
between the preposition and the verb?!!

The answer is:!!
When a verb begins with a preposition,!

the augment comes between the preposition and the verb.!!
Here are some examples:!!

!
As you can see, the augment between the preposition and verb may do one of a 
number of things, including!!

➡ simply add an ε (as in περιεπάτησα)!
➡ augment (as in προσηυξάμην and ἐπηρώτησα)!
➡ change the vowel (as in ἀπέστειλα)!!

The trick is to look for some sort of change!
after the preposition. If there is one, it’s probably an augment.!

Present Imperfect
ἀγαπῶ 

I am loving
ἠγαπῶν 
I was loving

Present Aorist

περιπατέω περιεπάτησα

προσεύχομαι προσηυξάμην

ἐπερωτάω ἐπηρώτησα

ἀποστέλλω ἀπέστειλα
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29. Principal Parts'
!

Lesson in a Nutshell'

!
Remember: All we are doing here is observing the crafty ways that !
Greek verbs give us their tense, voice, mood, person and number.!!

We have seen how a regular verb like λύω behaves and how certain combinations of 
vowels contract (lessons 21-24).!!
We have also learned about oddballs like!!
✓ Liquid futures and aorists, which drop the sigma after λ, μ, ν, or ρ            

(lesson 25).!

✓ Second aorists, which change their stem to show us they are aorists         
(lesson 26).!

✓ Deponents, which are middle/passive in form but active in meaning            
(lesson 27).!

enough already!!!
Every verb seems to have a mind of its own!!!

How will we keep this all sorted out?!!
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The principal parts of a verb are the six forms from which all others can be 
made. They are always listed in this order:!

1. Present!
2. Future!
3. Aorist Active!
4. Perfect Active!
5. Perfect Middle/Passive!
6. Aorist Passive



How did you learn the strange quirks of English? By repetition!!!!
Thankfully, in Greek it is not as hard as English. Once we begin reading Greek in 
earnest, we will learn to see these patterns easily. Context and other clues will help us. 
Remember, right now we are just laying a foundation.!!!
There is a slick way that each verb can be catalogued that shows us how it behaves in 
every form. !

By learning six forms of any given verb !
(called “principal parts”) !

we will know it inside out.!!!
We already know the principal parts of the verb λύω and have studied the way this 
marvelously regular verb behaves. !

The root of the verb λύω is λυ. Six tense stems branch off from this root. !!!
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Observe the vertical words, numbered 1-6. These are the tense stems. They will always 
be listed in this order.!!

1. Present!
2. Future!
3. Aorist Active!
4. Perfect Active!
5. Perfect Middle/Passive!
6. Aorist Passive!
!

λύ 

!
λύω is our friend because it behaves in a perfectly regular way.!!
Other verbs do not play so nice — or to be more fair to them, !

they follow different rules.!!!!

# Tense Stem Form “Recipe”

1 Present λύω Present tense stem (lexical form)!
primary endings

2 Future λύσω s before 
primary endings

3 Aorist Active ἔλυσα augment, sa, !
secondary endings

4 Perfect Active λέλυκα reduplication, k!
primary active endings

5 Perfect Middle/Passive λέλυμαι
reduplication, no k,  

no connecting vowel 
primary middle/passive endings

6 Aorist Passive ἐλύθην augment, qh!
secondary active endings 
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Here are the six principal parts of the verb αποστέλλω. Let’s take a moment to discuss 
what is happening in each tense stem.!!

ἀποστελ 

!
1. The present tense stem adds a λ to the stem. It is normal for the present stem to 

do odd things. It is actually the least regular.!

2. The future tense lacks a σ because of the λ. It is a liquid future.!

3. The aorist tense lacks a σ because of the λ. It is a liquid aorist. But where is the 
augment? It comes between the preposition απο and the verb στελλω (explained 
in lesson 27).!

4. Why the ε? This is the reduplication. Reduplications are added between the 
preposition and the noun just as augments were. You may have wondered how to 
reduplicate a verb that starts with a vowel. It would be odd to duplicate the first 
vowel and separate it with an ε. (αποεοσταλκα). Instead, verbs that begin with 
vowels do something called a vocalic reduplication. These behave very much like 
augments. !

5. Why the ε? This is the reduplication. (See #4.)!

6. This is a second aorist passive. All this means is that there is no θ. Instead, there 
is only an η. !

# Tense Stem Form “Recipe”
1 Present ἀποστέλλω Present tense stem (lexical form)!

primary endings

2 Future ἀποστελῶ
liquid future!

drop the s after λ, μ ν, ρ 
primary endings

3 Aorist Active ἀπέστειλα
liquid aorist!
augment, !

drop the s after λ, μ ν, ρ, leaving just a, !
secondary endings

4 Perfect Active ἀπέσταλκα reduplication, k!
primary active endings

5 Perfect Middle/
Passive ἀπέσταλμαι

reduplication, no k,  
no connecting vowel 

primary middle/passive endings

6 Aorist Passive ἀπεσταλην
Second Aorist Passive!

augment, h!
secondary active endings 
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Here is a picture of αποστέλλω and its six stems.  !

!!!
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Here are the six principal parts of the second aorist verb βάλλω. (βάλλω is also a liquid 
future.)!

βαλ 

!
1. The present tense stem adds a λ to the stem. It is normal for the present form to 

do odd things to the stem. It is actually the least regular stem!!

2. The future tense lacks a σ because of the λ. It is a liquid future.!

3. Second aorist. In this case, the stem change is very small (drops a λ).!

4. Strange in that the α disappears and an η is inserted before the endings. An 
oddball! But if you remember that the consonants carry the meaning and don’t get 
freaked out about vowels dancing around a bit, you can recognize all the clues 
and see what is going on. Remember the shapes. !

5. (same explanation as #4)!
6. (same explanation as #5)!

!
!
!!!!

# Tense Stem Form “Recipe”

1 Present βάλλω Present tense stem (lexical form)!
primary endings

2 Future βαλῶ
liquid future!

drop the s after λ, μ ν, ρ 
primary endings

3 Aorist Active ἔβαλον
second aorist!
augment, !

stem change, secondary endings

4 Perfect Active βέβληκα reduplication, k!
primary active endings

5 Perfect Middle/
Passive βέβλημαι

reduplication, no k,  
no connecting vowel 

primary middle/passive endings

6 Aorist Passive ἔβληθην augment, θh!
secondary active endings 
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!
Here is a picture of βάλλω and its six stems. !!

!!!
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In the Vocabulary Whacker, I have included every verb with its principal parts. Here is 
an excerpt. Spend some time looking up and down the columns until you can spot the 
patterns. Don’t worry yet about the μί verbs. !!

!
etc!!!

Go to the Vocabulary Whacker to see the principal parts of every verb used used in the 
New Testament more than 50 times.  

Contract Verbs

Root Present Future Aorist Perf Act Perf M/P Aor Pass

αγαπα ἀγαπάω 
I love

ἀγαπήσω ἠγάπησα ηγάπηκα ηγάπημαι ἀγαπήθην

αγ ἄγω 
I lead

ἄξω ἤγαγον -- ἦγμαι ἤχθην

αρ ἄιρω 
I take up, take away

ἀρῶ ἦρα ἦρκα ἦρμαι ἤρθην

αιτε αἰτέω 
I ask

αἰτήσω ᾔτησα ᾔτηκα ᾔτημαι --

ακαλουθε ἀκολουθέω 
I follow

ἀκολουθήσω ἠκολούθησα ἠκολούθηκα -- --

ακου ἀκούω 
I hear

ἀκούσω ἤκουσα ἀκήκοα -- ἠκούσθην

αναβα ἀναβαίνω 
I go up

ἀναβήσομαι ἀνέβην ἀναβέβηκα -- --

ανιστα ἀνίστημι 
I rise, cause to rise

ἀναστήσω ἀνέστησα ἀνέστηκα ἀνέστημαι ἀνεστάθην

ανοιγ ἀνοίγω 
I open

-- ἀνέῳξα -- -- ἀνεῴχθην

αποερχ ἀπέρχομαι 
I depart

ἀπελεύσομαι ἀπῆλθον ἀπελήλυθα -- --

αποθαν ἀποθνῄσκω 
I die

ἀποθανοῦμα
ι ἀπέθανον -- -- --

αποκριν ἀποκρίνομαι 
I answer

-- ἀπεκρινάμην -- -- ἀπεκρίθην

αποκτεν ἀποκτείνω 
I kill

ἀποκτενῶ ἀπέκτεινα -- -- ἀπεκτάνθην
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30. μι Verbs, εἰμί'
!

Lesson in a Nutshell'

!!
There is one last form of the verb that we must mention. These are usually called the mi 
verbs because in their lexical form they end in mi in rather than w. !!
In John 1 we will come across three mi verbs: divdwmi, fhmiv, and i{sthmi.  !
For study purposes, I have added tivqhmi and deivknumi to the chart below. The mi verb 
is an ancient form. There are not very many of them in the New Testament but the few 
that occur do so with great frequency. !

Here are the principal parts of some mi verbs. !
What patterns do you see?!

!
For the most part, you would be able to parse the mi verbs just by using the clues you 
have already learned for the regular verbs. (fhmiv is an unusual mi verb that only occurs 
in two tense stems, so don’t worry about it.)!!!

Present Future'
Active

Aorist'
Active

Perfect '
Active

Perfect '
Middle/
Passive

Aorist'
Passive

divdwmi 
 I give dwvsw e[dwka devdwka devdomai ejdovqhn

i{sthmi 
I stand sthvsw e[sthsa e[sthka  — ejstavqhn

tivqhmi 
I place, put qhvsw e[qhka tevqeika tevqeimai ejtevqhn

deivknumi 
I show deivxw e[deixa devdeica  — ejdeicqhn
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Μι verbs are an ancient form of the Greek verb that behave slightly 
differently than the others. For the most part, they are very easy to 
recognize and the clues we have already learned will still apply. 



Here are the four strange twists that mi verbs throw at you.!!
1. In the present tense, mi verbs reduplicate the initial letter and separate the 

reduplicated consonant with an iota.!!
This is easy to see with divdwmi. It is less obvious with the other examples. Here 
is what happened.!!
The root of i{sthmi is sta. When it is reduplicated, it becomes  sista. But the 
repetition of the sigma was offensive to the Greek ear, so they turned it into a 
rough breathing: iJsta.!!
The root of tivqhmi is qe. When this is reduplicated it becomes  qiqe. You are 
probably getting enough of a feel for Greek by now to know that this sound would 
offend the Greek ear. So they de-aspirated the first q and made it a t: tiqe.!!

2.  mi verbs use slightly different endings in the present active indicative, as you can 
see below.!!

!
3. The stem vowel of the mi verb changes a lot. It can shorten, lengthen, or drop out 

completely.!

4. Most of the mi verbs use ka instead of sa to indicate aorist tense. These are called 
“kappa aorists.”!!

However, in all the other tenses, the endings look like what we have come to expect. All 
the clues apply. We simply have to be aware of the slight variations in the present active 
indicative.!!!

Present'
Active'

Indicative

divdwmi 
divdwV 
divdwsin 
divdomen 
divdote 
divdovasin
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Here is a sample of divdwmi with endings for your viewing pleasure. Notice how the 
clues we have learned apply.!!

!!
εἰμί!

εἰμί is a very irregular μί verb. It is also one of the most common words in Greek. The 
best thing to do is simply memorize it. There is no aorist or perfect form of εἰμί.!
 !

Present'
Indicative

Future'
Indicative

Aorist'
Indicative

Perfect'
Indicative

Present'
Subjunctive

Aorist'
Subjunctive

divdwmi 
divdwV 
divdwsin 
divdomen 
divdote 
divdovasin

dwvsw 
dwvseiV 
dwvsei 
dwvsomen 
dwvsete 
dwvsousin

e[dwka 
e[dwkaV 
e[dwken 
ejdwvkamen 
ejdwvkate 
e[dwkan

devdwka 
devdwkaV 
devdwken 
dedwvkamen 
dedwvkate 
devdwkan

didw: 
didw:/V 
didw:/ 
didw:men 
didw:te 
didw:sin

dw: 
dw:/V 
dw:/ 
dw:men 
dw:te 
dw:sin

eijmiv (I am)
Present Imperfect Future

1s eijmiv 
I am

h[mhn 
I was

e[somai 
I will be

2s ei\ 
you are

h\V 
you were

e[sh 
you will be /

3s ejstivn 
he/she/it is

h\n!
he/she/it was

e[stai!
he/she/it will be

1p ejsmevn 
we are

h\men 
we were

ejsovmeqa 
we will be

2p ejstev 
you (all) are

h\te 
you (all) were

e[sesqe 
you (all) will be

3p eijsivn 
they are

h\san 
they were

e[sontai 
they will be
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!

!
!!!

Moody Outlook'
The Non-Indicative Moods 



31. Subjunctive Mood'
!

Lesson in a Nutshell'

!!
So far, we have only encountered the indicative mood. This is by far the most common 
mood. !

In the next two lessons, we will conquer the subjunctive mood (chapter 31) and the 
imperative mood (chapter 32).!!
You will find these on your Master Chart underneath the indicative mood.!
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The subjunctive mood is the mood of probability, possibility, wishing, etc. It 
occurs in only two tenses: present and aorist. It is easy to recognize 
because !

1.  it is almost always preceded by certain words (especially ἵνα and ἅν).!
2.  it has a lengthened connecting vowel.!!
Since outside of the indicative mood, tense no longer indicates time, an 
augment is not used for the aorist.



As we have learned, the indicative is the mood used to portray reality. It makes 
statements and asks questions. !!
! I am hungry!!
! I will eat dinner after I finish this lesson.!
! Does anyone know in which drawer the knives are?!
!
The subjunctive mood is used for possibility or probability. !!
! If I were finished, I would eat.!
! I am hurrying in order that I might barbecue some hamburgers.!
!
The subjunctive mood has three nice features that make it very easy to spot.!!

1. Subjunctives only use two tenses. !
2. The endings of subjunctives are simple.!

3. Context almost always tells you when to expect a subjunctive.!
!

Let’s look at these one at a time.!

!!!!
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1. Subjunctives only use two tenses'!
In the indicative mood, Greek tense tells us aspect + time. !!

But outside of the indicative mood, time is not a factor.!!

!!
Remember that Greek has three possible aspects:!

!
The subjunctive only occurs in the present and aorist tenses. !!

Ongoing aspect is captured by the present tense.!!
Undefined aspect is captured by the aorist tense.!!

This is why...!!
The subjunctive mood is found in the!

Present Tense'
and!

Aorist Tense'
only!!!

Mood / Part of Speech Tense Describes...

Indicative Mood Aspect + Time

Subjunctive Mood'
Imperative Mood'

Infinitives'
Participles

Aspect Only
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There is no need for a “future subjunctive” since the subjunctive mood has nothing to do 
with time.!!
There is no need for an “imperfect subjunctive” since the present tense already captures 
the ongoing aspect and there is no need for a “past time” version. The subjunctive mood 
has nothing to do with time, only aspect. !!

2. The endings of subjunctives are simple'

Take a look at the endings of the subjunctive. What patterns do you see?!!
1. Notice the lengthened connecting vowel. In every case, it is either an η or an ω. !

2. No tricks at all with the present subjunctive. Use the present tense stem and attach 
the primary endings (with the lengthened connecting vowels).!

3. The aorist uses σα but the α gets swallowed up by the big fat connecting vowel. All 
that is left is the σ.!

4. The aorist subjunctive is not augmented. This may throw you at first. We are used to 
the aorist being augmented. If you think about it, I’ll bet you can figure out why this is 
the case.!

• What is the augment used for? … To tell you we are in the past time.!

• But in the subjunctive mood, tense does not tell us about time, only aspect. 
Therefore we do not need an augment.!

This leaves the aorist subjunctive looking very much like a future. There is no 
augment and no σα (since the α was swallowed by the lengthened connecting 
vowel). But there is no such thing as a future subjunctive!!

!
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3. Context almost always tells you when to expect a subjunctive'!
Even if you miss all of the other clues, context will still make a subjunctive very hard to 
overlook. There are certain key words that are nearly always followed by a subjunctive.!!

!!
Do you see how ἄν is used in most of the clues? When we learned ἄν, we learned that 
it was an untranslatable particle used to make definite things contingent. !!

!
In other words, ἄν introduces uncertainty and uncertainty calls for the subjunctive mood.!!

A few other things about the subjunctive!!
1. Did you notice that there are two words used to negate things in Greek, ου and μη?  

Oυ is used to negate the indicative. Mη is used to negate everything else. !

2. The most emphatic way to negate something in Greek is to use ου + μη + the aorist 
subjunctive. It’s like negating the possibility of the possibility!!

κἀγὼ δίδωμι αὐτοῖς ζωὴν αἰώνιον,  
      and I        am giving        to them           life               eternal !

καὶ οὐ μὴ ἀπόλωνται εἰς τὸν αἰῶνα 
                                         and      not   not        they shall perish                 forever!

If you see... Look for a subjunctive!

ἵνα in order that...

ἐάν if...

ὅταν whenever...

ὅς ἄν whoever...

ὅπου ἄν whereever...

ἕως,  ἕως ἄν until…

ἄν untranslatable particle used to make 
definite things contingent
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!
3. The first person subjunctive may be used to exhort. This is called a “hortatory 

subjunctive.”!

εἶπεν ὁ θεός Ποιήσωμεν ἄνθρωπον!
                                           said       *    God      “Let us make”               man… 

!
ἀναβῶμεν εἰς Βαιθηλ!

                        “Let us go up” into      Bethel 

!
4. If a question is asked to which the answer is uncertain, the subjunctive may be used. 

This is called a deliberative subjunctive.!!
Τί φάγωμεν;   Τί πίωμεν; 

     What    shall we eat?       What shall we drink?!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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32. Imperative Mood'
!

Lesson in a Nutshell'

!!
The imperative mood is the mood used for commands. It is much the same in Greek as 
it is in English. However, Greek has two nice additions.!!

Addition #1'
The Third Person Imperative'!

In English, the implied subject of the imperative is always second person: you! !!
If I say...!!

Listen up!!
or!

Quit slouching!!!
You assume that I mean!!

 (you) Listen up!!
or!

(you) Quit slouching!!!!
But Greek has a second AND a third person imperative. There is no great way to 
translate a third person imperative. The best way to explain the third person imperative 
is by an example.!!
One of the things Jesus sometimes said to the crowds was, !!

ὁ ἔχων  ὦτα ἀκουέτω.  1

             The one having          ears                 let him hear!!!
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 This is a participle. We will understand it very soon!1

The imperative mood is the mood of command. Like the subjunctive mood, 
it is found only in the present and aorist tenses. Unlike English, Greek has a 
third person imperative and the ability to indicate ongoing aspect when it 
makes a command.



ἀκουέτω is the third person imperative. Do you see how him/her/it is being 
commanded? We translate it with “let him/her ______.” But this is a pale substitution for 
the Greek imperative. The Greek is stronger. It means something more like:!!

The one having ears…. HEAR!!!!
Addition #2'

Continuous Aspect'!
Remember that as soon as we leave the indicative mood, time is no longer a factor.!!
As we saw with the subjunctive mood, there are two aspects that can be captured with 
the present and aorist tenses.!!

Ongoing aspect is captured by the present tense.!!
Undefined aspect is captured by the aorist tense.!!

These are the two tenses used by the imperative mood as well. In other words….!!!
The imperative mood is found in the!

Present Tense'
and!

Aorist Tense'
only! !1!

In English, the imperative is always undefined. If I tell you to study or to mow the lawn, 
the aspect is undefined. I am not telling you anything about the kind of action involved.!!
But Greek gives the option of the present tense, which communicates an ongoing state 
of affairs.!!
There is a great example of this in John 8. Jesus has just forgiven a woman caught in 
the act of adultery. Having forgiven her, he issues an imperative. !
 !

πορεύου καὶ μηκέτι ἁμάρτανε. 
         Go                       and             no longer                        sin.!!
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 There actually is a perfect imperative, but it is rare (only four in the entire New Testament).1



We translate this, “Go and sin no more.” But both πορεὐου and ἁμάρτανε are present 
tense. Jesus is commanding an ongoing state of life, not just making an undefined 
statement. This nuance is lost in English and almost impossible to translate without 
awkwardness.!!

The Forms'!
With the subjunctive mood, we found that the forms were easy and that there were lots 
of clues to help us spot them.!!
The same is true of the imperative. Context will help you to expect an imperative. !!
Even better, the endings never change.!

!
In the!

third person singular!
second person plural, and!

third person plural,!
the endings are always...!!

τω 
τε 

τωσαν 
in the active voice, and!

!
σθω 
σθε 

σθωσαν 
in the middle or passive voice.!!
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Nice, huh? As you would expect, there is a σα or θη in the aorist.!!
As you might also expect, there is no augment in the aorist, since outside of the 
indicative, tense has nothing to do with time.!
The only trick is to learn the second person singular endings (in blue). These are fairly 
common, so do your best to lodge them in your brain.!!
As usual, a second aorist will not tell you it is an aorist by using σα. Instead, it will 
undergo a stem change. But that is old news to you by now!!!

!
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33. Infinitives'
!

Lesson in a Nutshell'

!!
To be or not to be. That is the question. !!

Infinitives are the “to be” verbs. !!
To run, to dance, to sing, to swim, to learn, !!

to be or not to be.!!!
Infinitives are verbal nouns. They can function just like nouns in a sentence.!!

To finish this class will be a great relief.!
I like to dance but my wife won’t let me because I look goofy. !!

In both cases, the infinitive is behaving like a noun in the sentence, even though it is a 
verbal idea, hence the designation “verbal noun.”!!
Infinitives are simple because they do not have person and number, only tense and 
voice.!!
As you might guess by now, the tense of infinitives has nothing to do with time, only 
aspect. Infinitives come in three tenses, which capture the three Greek aspects.!!

Present Infinitives !
describe ongoing aspect.!

__________!!
Aorist Infinitives !

describe undefined aspect.!
.'!

Perfect Infinitives !
describe perfected aspect.!

. ___________!
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Infinitives are the “to-be” verbs. They are easy to recognize but they can be 
challenging to translate since they are sometimes used in ways that are not 
like English. Infinitives do not have person and number. They may be 
present, aorist, or perfect tense.



Since infinitives lack person and number and are found in only three tenses, there are 
very few forms. !

Forms!!
Present Tense'
As usual, the clue for the aorist is that there is no clue. The lexical form will pop out at 
you. !!
Aorist Tense'
The Aorist infinitive has our old friend σα (active and middle) and θη (passive). !!
Second Aorist'
The second aorist endings are exactly like the present tense. The only difference will be 
the stem change. !!
Perfect Tense'
The perfect tense will be reduplicated. In the active there will be a κ. In the middle/
passive there will be no connecting vowel. !!
Infinitives are easy to spot. Notice that the present active and second aorist active end 
in ειν. All other forms end in αι. !!
As we saw with the subjunctive and imperative, the aspect of the Greek infinitive is very 
difficult to capture in English. The present and aorist translation, for example, is 
identical: “to loose.” But they mean something different. The aorist describes undefined 
aspect. The present describes ongoing aspect.!!
You could translate the present “to continue loosing” but that is pretty clumsy English! 
Better just to learn Greek.!!
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Translation'!
Often, the Greek infinitive behaves exactly like the English infinitive and is very easy to 
translate. Here are a couple of examples.!!
δύναται ὁ θεὸς ἐκ τῶν λίθων τούτων ἐγεῖραι τέκνα τῷ Ἀβραάμ.!
   He is able    *     God   from      *        stones          these           to raise      children      to        Abraham.!!!!
πάντας ἀνθρώπους θέλει σωθῆναι καὶ εἰς ἐπίγνωσιν ἀληθείας  
        all                people           He wishes   to be saved     and   into       knowledge             of truth!!
ἐλθεῖν.!
 to come. !1!!
The Greek infinitive can also behave in ways that are not like English at all. This takes 
some getting used to. Do not panic! We will get used to these as we begin to read more 
Greek.!
 !!
1. Sometimes the Greek infinitive has the article.'!
Since the infinitive is a verbal noun, this makes sense. When the infinitive has the article 
the article will always be singular, neuter. Its case will be determined by the role the 
infinitive plays in the sentence. !!
Here is an example.!!
ἐμοὶ γὰρ τὸ ζῆν  Χριστὸς καὶ τὸ ἀποθανεῖν κέρδος.!2

 to me     for           to live (is)     Christ         and                    to die        (is)   gain.!!
Notice that the article defines the “case” of the infinitive in the sentence. In this example 
it would be nominative. !!!!!!!
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 Notice the shift between the first (σωθῆναι) and second (ἐλθεῖν) aorist.1

 Remember that ζάω is a contract verb. ζα + ειν contracts to ζῆν.2



2. Sometimes the Greek infinitive is used with an article and a preposition to 
mean something you would never guess. '!
This usage is called “idiomatic” which means there is no clear way to draw a path 
between the original Greek and the English translation. You have to know what it means 
in Greek, then step back and say it in English. !!
This chart (found on page 8 of your master chart) summarizes these usages.!

!
The easiest way to begin to grasp this is to take some 
examples.!!

εἰς τὸ βλέπειν αὐτόν 
                                  into    the         to see                him !
A literal transliteration makes no sense at all. This 
construction has to be recognized. The correct 
translation of εἰς τὸ βλέπειν αὐτόν is:!!

In order that he sees.!!
Huh?? Yep. That’s it. In order to translate this idiom, 
you have to recognize the preposition with the infinitive 
and see it like this:!!!

εἰς τὸ  means “in order that.!
βλέπειν means “sees.”!
αὐτόν means “he” (the “subject” of the infinitive).!!
The strangest part of this construction is that the subject of the preposition will be in the 
accusative case but will be translated as if it were in the nominative.!!
This is tricky since we have trained ourselves to expect accusatives to receive the 
action of the verb. In this construction they produce the action.!!
Here are two examples of each construction. Please don’t worry and have nightmares 
about this. Just look these examples over and try to get a feel for this idiomatic use of 
the infinitive. !!
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Prepositions with 
Infinitives!

eijV tov = in order that!

meta; tov = after 

dia; tov = because!

ejn tw/v = when/while!

pro; tou: = before!

pro;V tov = in order that



εἰς τό ________ 
in order that!!

εἰς τὸ πιστεύειν αὐτόν 
          = in order that he believes !
ὁ υἱὸς τοῦ ἀνθρώπου παραδίδοται εἰς τὸ σταυρωθῆναι. !1
 The  Son         *                  of Man                    is handed over                   in order to be crucified.       !!!!

μετὰ τό ________ 
after!!

μετὰ τὸ πιστεύειν αὐτόν 
  = after he believes !
μετὰ τὸ ἀποθανεῖν τὸν πατέρα!
 = after the father dies !!!!

διὰ τό ________ 
because!!

διὰ τὸ πιστεύειν αὐτόν 
           = because he believes !
διὰ τὸ εἶναι αὐτὸν ἐξ οἴκου καὶ πατριᾶς Δαυίδ!
 = because he was of the house and family of David. !!

!
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 In this instance there is no expressed “subject” of the infinitive. The subject is obviously the Son of Man.1



ἐν τῴ ________ 
when/while!

ἐν τῲ πιστεύειν αὐτόν 
           = while he believes !
ἐν τῷ σπείρειν  αὐτὸν!1

          = while he sows !!!
πρὸ τοῦ ________ 

before!
πρὸ τοῦ πιστεύειν αὐτόν 
          = before he believes !
τὸ πάσχα φαγεῖν μεθʼ ὑμῶν πρὸ τοῦ με παθεῖν  2

the    Passover          to eat             with         you                       before I suffer !
 = to eat the Passover with you before I suffer !!!!

πρὸς τό ________ 
in order that!!

πρὸς τὸ πιστεύειν αὐτόν 
           = in order that he believes !
πρὸς τὸ δύνασθαι ὑμᾶς στῆναι!
! = in order that you are able to stand!!!
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 σπείρω = I sow1

 πάσχω = I suffer2



!!!
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Participles 



34. Participles Overview'
!

Lesson in a Nutshell'

!!
Ah, the participle,!

that wonder of Greek morphology!!!
The Greek participle will bring together what we have learned about substantives and 
motion words into one glorious (terrifying?) part of speech.!!
The good news is that if you have learned the material we have covered so far, there is 
very little new to learn. !!
The bad news is that if you have not learned the material we have covered so far, it will 
come back to haunt you.!!
The good news is that the participles give us a chance to summarize and review all we 
have learned so far. Onward!!!
In this lesson, we will focus on understanding the grammar of the participle — how it 
behaves in a sentence. I will also introduce you to the basic forms of the Greek 
participle.!!
In the three lessons that follow, we will put the participle into play — and play!!!!

What Is A Participle?!!
A participle is a verbal adjective. It has !!

➡ some things in common with verbs and !
➡ other things in common with adjectives. !!!
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Participles are verbal adjectives, usually translated as “ing” words. !!
As verbs, they have tense and voice. As adjectives they have case, number 
and gender. !!
Participles can behave like adjectives or adverbs.



In English, the participles are the “ing” words.  !1!
flying!

running!
falling!

laughing!!
Sometimes participles behave like adjectives. !

Other times they behave like adverbs.!!
As adjectives…'!

Participles can modify nouns — just like adjectives. This is called the adjectival use. 
Pretty tricky, right? !!
Here is an example of an adjectival participle.!!

The hunting dog.!!
See? “Hunting” modifies “dog.”!!
Participles can also “stand in” for nouns — just like any adjective. !!
This is called the substantival use.!!

Hunting is my favorite activity.!!
In this case “hunting” is behaving like a noun.!!

As adverbs…'!
Participles can also modify verbs. In other words, they behave adverbially. This is called 
the adverbial use of the participle. Who would have guessed?!!
Here is an example of the adverbial use of the participle.!!

My dog broke its leg while hunting.!!
In this case “while hunting” modifies “broke.” In other words, the leg “broke while 
hunting.” When the participle is used this way in Greek, it will often require a key word to 
complete the meaning.!!!
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 Actually, “ing” is used to form the active participle in English and “ed” is used to form the passive 1

participle.



To review: There are three ways the participle is used:!!
Adjectival'

The hunting dog.!!
Substantival!

Hunting is my favorite activity.!!
Adverbial!

My dog broke its leg while hunting.!!!
One more thing...'!

The participle can stand at the head of a phrase. This is called a participial phrase.!!
Watch how the participles in our three simple examples can be expanded into participial 
phrases.! !

Adjectival!
The dog hunting by my side.!!

Substantival!
Hunting with my friends on a cool fall morning is my favorite activity.!!

Adverbial!
The dog broke its leg while hunting in the woods. !!

As we begin to translate Greek, you will discover that it is very important to see 
participial phrases.!!

It’s a participle paradise!!!
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Recognizing Greek Participles'!
Greek participles have tense and voice, case, number and gender. !!

!
Tense: The tense of a participle is not focused on time, but aspect. Remember: 
everything outside of the indicative is not focused on time.!!
Participles do have something called “relative time.” It means that the action described 
in the participle takes place relative to the main verb. More about that later.!!
For now, it is enough to focus on aspect, which is much more important.!!
It’s the same old story:!!

Present Participles !
describe ongoing aspect.!

__________!!
Aorist Participles !

describe undefined aspect.!
.'!

Perfect Participles !
describe perfected aspect.!

. ___________!!!
Voice: The voice of the participle tells whether the subject of the participle is giving 
(active) or receiving (passive) the action of the participle. No surprise there!!!!
Case, Number, Gender: The case, number and gender of the participle will match the 
noun it modifies. Just as adjectives had to be able to be masculine AND feminine AND 
neuter, participles must be able to be all three genders. For this reason, there are 24 
forms of each participle.!!

Tense Voice Participle Case Number Gender

 Present!
 Aorist!
 PeRfect

 Active!
 Middle!
 Passive

 Participle

 
Nominative!
 Genitive!
 Dative!
 
Accusative

 Singular!
 Plural

 Masculine!
 Feminine!
 Neuter
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This is not like English, but by now we should be used to it.!!
There is only one form of the English definite article (“the”) but there are 24 forms in 
Greek. Why? Because every Greek article matches the noun it modifies in case, 
number and gender. But this is old news.!!
Because the participle is a verbal adjective, it has 24 forms. It will follow either the 2-1-2 
or 3-1-3 pattern of declension. In English, I use the same word whether I am speaking 
of...!!
! ! ! a believing man!
! ! !    believing men!
! ! ! a believing woman!
! !    !    believing women!
! ! !    believing crowds  !!
In Greek, the participle will change to match the case, number and gender of the noun it 
modifies.!!
   πιστευων   ἀνθρωπος 1

   πιστευοντες  ἀνθρωποι 
   πιστευουσα  γυνη 
   πιστευουσαι  γυναικες 
   πιστευοντες  ὀχλοι !
One more time: Participles have tense and voice, case, number and gender.!!

!!

Tense Voice Participle Case Number Gender

 Present!
 Aorist!
 PeRfect

 Active!
 Middle!
 Passive

 Participle

 
Nominative!
 Genitive!
 Dative!
 
Accusative

 Singular!
 Plural

 Masculine!
 Feminine!
 Neuter
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 The nominative, masculine, singular form of the participle is odd. We have seen this pattern. Nominative 1

forms tend to do their own thing. 



We will study the forms in the next three lessons, but the good news is that there is 
almost nothing new to learn.!!

✴ The present tense will be built on the present tense stem.                                  
(It will look like the lexical form.)!

✴ The Aorist tense will reveal itself by a σα, θε  or a stem change.                   1

There will be no augment.!

✴ The perfect tense will use a reduplication, κ, or no connecting vowel.'

✴ The voice of the participle will be easy to see by the participle morpheme.    
(More on that to come.)!

✴ The case, number and gender will be shown by noun endings we have already 
learned.'

!

Active Middle or Passive
ντ, ουσα/η  
ντ, σασα/η 
κοτ, κυια

μεν, θε
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 Instead of a θη the participle uses θε.1



35. Present Participles'
!

Lesson in a Nutshell'

!!!
In this chapter, we will learn how to recognize and translate present participles. Let’s 
begin with recognition.!!

How To Parse a Present Participle'

!
I know that when you first look at this table it makes you want to run for the hills 
screaming. !!

There is no need for such drastic measures! 

Present Participles

active!
ντ, ουσα, ντ 

3-1-3

middle!/ passive!
μενο, μενη, μενο 

2-1-2
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Present participles are based on the present tense stem.!!
• Active voice will contain ντ or ουσα. They follow the 3-1-3 pattern.!
• Middle/passive voice will contain μεν.  They follow the 2-1-2 pattern.!!

Present participles convey ongoing aspect.

M (3) F (1) N (3)

luvwn luvousa lu:on

luvontoV luouvshV luvontoV

luvonti luouvsh/ luvonti

luvonta luvousan lu:on

luvonteV luvousai luvonta

luovntwn luousw:n luovntwn

luvousin luouvsaiV luvousin

luvontaV luvousaV luvonta

M (2) F (1) N (2)

luovmenoV luomevnh luovmenon
luomevnou luomevnhV luomevnou
luomevnw/ luomevnh/ luomevnw/

luovmenon luomevnhn luovmenon
luovmenoi luovmenai luovmena
luomevnwn luomevnwn luomevnwn

luomevnoiV luomevnaiV luomevnoiV
luomevnouV luomevnaV luovmena



!
You already know everything!!!!

Tense and voice, case, number and gender, remember?!

!
Let’s learn how to recognize each of these pieces of the participle. Then we will put 
them into play.!!

Tense'!
Present tense is recognized the same way it always is. The clue is that there is no clue. 
Since we learn the present tense when we learn the verb, the present tense stem will be 
there smiling at you, shouting “Hey! I’m present tense!”!!

Voice'!
This is easier than you might think. Notice that the middle/passive forms all have μεν 
after the connecting vowel. This is a sure sign that a participle is middle or passive. It’s 
worth repeating:!

μεν 
in the middle!

is a sure sign that you’re looking at a!
middle/passive participle.!!

By process of elimination, if the participle lacks μεν, you can assume it is active. But 
that is a backwards way to identify an active participle. Here is the positive approach.!!
Active participles all have either ντ or ουσα/η. Of the two, ντ is more common. So here 
is how to spot an active participle.!!

ντ and ουσα/η 
are dead giveaways!

that you are looking at an!
active participle.!

Tense Voice Participle Case Number Gender

 Present!
 Aorist!
 PeRfect

 Active!
 Middle!
 Passive

 Participle

 
Nominative!
 Genitive!
 Dative!
 
Accusative

 Singular!
 Plural

 Masculine!
 Feminine!
 Neuter
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!
Case, Number, Gender'!

We find the case, number and gender exactly as we would expect — by the case 
endings. As we learned in the last lesson, since the participles are adjectival they have 
to be able to take on 24 forms.!
 !!
Do you remember the 2-1-2 pattern of declension? It is the most common way that 
adjectives decline. The article, for example, follows this pattern. It means the adjective 
follows:!

➡ Second declension in the masculine gender!
➡ First declension in the feminine gender, and!
➡ Second declension in the neuter gender!!!

Then, there was the 3-1-3 pattern of declension. The adjective πάς followed this pattern.  
It followed:!

➡ Third declension in the masculine gender!
➡ First declension in the feminine gender, and!
➡ Third declension in the neuter gender!!!

We have seen it all before. You should be nodding off on me!!!
If you remember these patterns, you will have no problem with participles. If not, you 
might want to go back and re-watch videos 12 and 13.!!
Here’s the rule:!!

Present active participles follow the 3-1-3 pattern of declension.!
Present, Middle/Passive participles follow the 2-1-2 pattern of declension.!!!
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To illustrate…!
!

Comparison of the present active participle and πάς!

You will want to note the nominative, singular, masculine form (ων, shaded yellow in the 
chart above). This is an exception to the rule, but we are used to nominative forms 
being odd. !!

Comparison of the present, middle/passive participle and the article!!

!
The bottom line: If you understand how the 2-1-2 and 3-1-3 adjective behaves, you can 
easily tell the case, number, and gender of a participle.!!

!
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Let’s Practice'!
Here are a few examples to demonstrate.!

πιστευομένην 
(being believed) !

Let’s break it into pieces to examine it.!!
πιστευ ο μέν ην 

!
➡ The stem has not changed from what we learned (πιστεύ). It is present tense.!
➡ It contains μεν so it is either middle or passive voice. (ο is the connecting vowel.)!
➡ ην is the accusative, singular feminine noun ending.!!

So to parse πιστευομένην we simply describe it as a present, middle/passive 
participle, accusative, singular, feminine.!!
One more for good measure.!

καταβαίνοντα 
(going down) !

Let’s break it into pieces.!!
καταβαίν ο ντ α 

!
➡ The stem has not changed from what we learned (καταβαιν). It is present tense.!
➡ It contains ντ so it is active voice.  (ο is the connecting vowel.)!
➡ α is the nominative or accusative, plural neuter noun ending for the third 

declension.!!
So to parse καταβαίνοντα we simply describe it as a present, active participle, 
nominative or accusative, plural, neuter.!!

That is how you parse a present participle.!!!
Now let’s look at some participles in sentences. 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How To Use The Present Participle'!!
Adjectival Participle'!
Ἴδε ὁ ἀμνὸς τοῦ θεοῦ ὁ αἴρων τὴν ἁμαρτίαν τοῦ κόσμου.!
 Behold the   lamb             *         of God        taking away    the                 sin                of the          world. !
αἴρων is a present, active participle, nominative, singular, masculine. !!

★ αἴρων is adjectival. It modifies ὁ ἀμνὸς τοῦ θεοῦ. !
★ Often with Greek adjectival participles, you have to add some words to smooth 

things out. Usually this is translated, “Behold, the Lamb of God who takes away 
the sin of the world.” It is better English. But the present force of the participle 
gets lost.!

★ The case, number and gender of the participle match the case, number and 
gender of the noun being modified (ὁ ἀμνὸς).!

★ The underlined words are the participial phrase.!
★ IMPORTANT: The adjectival participle almost always has the article.!!!!

Substantival Participle'!
  οἱ πιστεύοντες σωθήσονται. 
   The      believing (ones)             will be saved. !
πιστεύοντες is a present, active participle, nominative, plural, masculine. !!

★ πιστεύοντες is substantival. It does not modify anything. I put “ones” in 
parentheses. Often with Greek substantivals you have to add the implied subject  
in your English translation.!

★ The case, number and gender match the plural subject. (Those who will be 
saved.)!

★ The underlined words are the participial phrase.!
★ IMPORTANT: The substantival participle almost always has the article.!!!!
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Adverbial Participle'!
  ταῦτα εἶπεν ἐν συναγωγῇ διδάσκων ἐν Καφαρναούμ. 
these (things)  he said      in       the synagogue               teaching            in             Capernaum.!!
διδάσκων is a present, active participle, nominative, singular, masculine. !!

★ διδάσκων is adverbial. It tells us more about εἶπεν.!
★ The case, number and gender match the “he” in “he said.”!
★ The underlined words are the participial phrase.!
★ IMPORTANT: The adverbial participle never has the article.!!!

The best way — the only way — to learn these is to meet a bunch of them in context. 
Try your hand at translating the sentences in the workbook.!!
Do not become discouraged if you find these difficult. You will get the hang of it!!!!
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36. Aorist Participles'
Lesson in a Nutshell'

!
In this chapter, we will learn how to recognize and translate aorist participles. Let’s 
begin with recognition.!

How To Parse an Aorist Participle'
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Aorist participles are based on the de-augmented aorist tense stem.!!
• Active voice will contain ντ or σασα. They follow the 3-1-3 pattern.!
• Middle voice will contain μεν. They follow the 2-1-2 pattern.!
• Passive voice will contain θε.  They follow the 3-1-3 pattern.!!

Aorist participles convey undefined aspect.



Once again, the sheer number of forms may cause an allergic reaction! Hopefully by 
now you’re seeing that there are only a few patterns behind all these forms. '

!
Remember: We are just trying to discover the tense and voice, case, 
number and gender. !!
Βefore going on, look at the Aorist Participle table. How many 
patterns can you already recognize?!!!

Τense'!
Aorist tense is recognized in the ways we have already learned.!!

➡ σα (active and middle) and θε  (passive) are the big giveaways for first aorists.!1

➡ The stem change is the giveaway for second aorists.!!!
Voice'!

We recognize the voice from the participle morpheme. Most of these forms are similar to 
forms we already know.!!

➡ Active: ντ or σασα (ουσα in the second aorist).!

➡ Middle: μεν.!

➡ Passive: θε (just ε in the second aorist passive).!!!
Case, Number, Gender'!

Aorist active participles follow the 3-1-3 pattern of declension.!!
Aorist middle participles follow the 2-1-2 pattern of declension.!!
Aorist passive participles follow the 3-1-3 pattern of declension.!!!
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 In the participle it is θε, rather than θη, as we have come to expect everywhere else.1



At the risk of being too repetitive, here is a comparison with πάς (which follows the 3-1-3 
pattern), and !the article (which follows the 2-1-2 pattern).!!

Comparison of the aorist active participle with πάς!

!
Comparison of the aorist middle participle with the article!

!
Comparison of the aorist passive participle with πάς!
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Let’s Practice'!
Here are a few examples to demonstrate.!!

πιστευσαντες 
(believing) !

Let’s break it into pieces to examine.!!
πιστευ σα ντ ες 

➡ σα tells me this must be an aorist participle.!!
➡ ντ tells me this is an active participle.!!
➡ ες is the nominative plural, masculine case ending in the third declension.!!

So to parse πιστευσαντες we simply describe it as an aorist, active participle, 
nominative, plural, masculine.!!!
Here’s another:!!

πιστευσάμεναι 
(believing for self) !

breaking it into pieces…!!
πιστευ σά μεν αι 

!
➡ σα tells me this must be an aorist participle.!!
➡ μεν tells me this is a middle participle.!!
➡ αι is the nominative plural, feminine case ending in the second declension.!!

So to parse πιστευσάμεναι we simply describe it as an aorist, middle participle, 
nominative, plural, feminine.!!!!!
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Here’s another.!!
πιστευθέντος 

(being believed) !
breaking it into pieces…!!

πιστευ θέ ντ ος 
!

➡ θε tells me this must be an aorist passive participle.!!
➡ ος is the genitive singular, masculine or neuter case ending in the third 

declension.!!
So to parse πιστευθέντος we simply describe it as an aorist, passive participle, 
genitive, singular, masculine or neuter.!!!
One more.!

εἰπών 
(saying) !

Let’s break it into pieces.!!
εἰπ ων 

!
➡ The stem changed from λέγ to εἰπ. It is a second aorist.!!
➡ It uses the odd ων ending which is the active, nominative, singular, masculine 

form. !!
So to parse εἰπών we simply describe it as a second aorist, active participle, 
nominative, singular, masculine. !!!

That is how you parse an aorist participle.!!
Now let’s look at some aorist participles in sentences. Remember that the only 
difference in meaning will be that of aspect.!!

!
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How To Use The Aorist Participle'!
Adjectival Participle'!
 σὺ  εἶ  ὁ  ἀνὴρ  ὁ  λαλήσας  πρὸς  τὴν  γυναῖκα.!
  You     are  the      man          *           speaking              with          the              woman. !
λαλήσας is an aorist, active participle, nominative, singular, masculine (from λαλέω). !!

★ λαλήσας is adjectival. It modifies ὁ  ἀνὴρ. !
★ The case, number and gender of the participle match the case, number and 

gender of the noun being modified (ὁ  ἀνὴρ).!
★ The underlined words are the participial phrase.!
★ IMPORTANT: The adjectival participle almost always has the article.!!!

Substantival Participle'!
  ὁ  πιστεύσας  καὶ  βαπτισθεὶς  σωθήσεται . 1

  The           believing             and              baptized                      will be saved. 
= The (one who) believes     and            is baptized                    will be saved. !
πιστεύσας is an aorist, active participle, nominative, singular, masculine. !
βαπτισθεὶς is an aorist, passive participle, nominative, singular, masculine. !

★ πιστεύσας and βαπτισθεὶς are substantival. They are the subject of the verb.  !
★ The case, number and gender match the implied subject. (The man  who 2

believes and is baptized.)!
★ The smoothed out version adds the implied subject. This is a legitimate 

translation.!
★ IMPORTANT: The substantival participle almost always has the article.!!!!
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 From σώζω. Notice the future passive clue (θησ).1

 Often, the masculine form is gender inclusive, much in the same way as in older English “mankind” 2

referred to all humanity, not just males.



Adverbial Participle'!
ἐλθόντες εἰς τὴν οἰκίαν εἶδον τὸ παιδίον. 
       coming           into      the           house,     they saw     the          child.!!
ἐλθόντες is a (second) aorist, active participle, nominative, plural, masculine (from 
ἔρχομαι).!!

★ ἐλθόντες is adverbial. It tells us more about εἶδον.!
★ The case, number and gender match “they” in “they saw.”!
★ The underlined words are the participial phrase.!
★ IMPORTANT: The adverbial participle never has the article.!!

Now try your hand at translating the sentences in the workbook. Again, do not become 
discouraged if you find these difficult. You will get the hang of it!!!!!
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37. Perfect Participles'
!

Lesson in a Nutshell'

!
In this chapter, we will learn how to recognize and translate perfect participles. Let’s 
begin with recognition.!

How To Parse a Perfect Participle'!
Hopefully by now, the number of forms does not even faze you. It is the same old 
routine, just a few patterns to notice, not dozens of forms to memorize.'!
Again, (and again and again) allow me to remind you that we are trying to discover the 
tense and voice, case, number and gender. We already know most of this.!!
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Perfect participles are based on the perfect tense stem.!!
• Active voice will contain κοτ or κυια. They follow the 3-1-3 pattern.!
• Middle/passive voice will contain μεν.  They follow the 2-1-2 pattern.!!

Present participles convey perfected aspect.



Τense'!
Perfect tense is recognized in the ways we have already learned.!!

➡ reduplication!!
➡ κ  in the active and no connecting vowel in the middle / passive. !

!
Voice'!

Once again, we recognize the voice from the participle morpheme. !!
➡ Active: κοτ or κυια!

➡ Middle / Passive: μεν!

!
Case, Number, Gender'!

Perfect active participles follow the 3-1-3 pattern of declension.!!
Perfect middle / passive participles follow the 2-1-2 pattern of declension.!!

I am really overdoing it, but here is a comparison with πάς and the article. Concentrate 
on the endings. I am trying to drive home the point that these endings are everywhere, 
and that you already know them. ! !

Comparison of the perfect active participle with πάς!

! !
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Comparison of the perfect middle / passive participle with the article!

!

Let’s Practice'!
Here are a few examples to demonstrate.!!

πεπιστευκότες 
(having believed) !

Let’s break it into pieces to examine.!!
πε πιστευ κότ ες 

➡ The reduplication and κ tell me it is perfect tense.!!
➡ κοτ tells me this is an active participle.!!
➡ ες is the nominative plural, masculine case ending in the third declension.!!

So to parse πεπιστευκότες we describe it as a perfect, active participle, nominative, 
plural, masculine.!!!
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Here’s another:!

πεπιστευμένος 
(having been believed) !

breaking it into pieces…!!
πε πιστευ μέν ος 

!
➡ The reduplication tells me this is perfect tense.!!
➡ μεν tells me this is a middle / passive participle.!!
➡ ος is the nominative singular, masculine case ending in the second declension.!!

So to parse πεπιστευμένος we describe it as a perfect, middle or passive participle, 
nominative, singular, masculine.!!!

That is how you parse a perfect participle.!! !
Now let’s look at some perfect participles in sentences. !

Remember that the only difference in meaning will be that of aspect.!!!
How To Use The Perfect Participle'!

Adjectival Participle'!
 ὁ ἄνθρωπος ὁ γεγεννημένος ἐκ τοῦ θεοῦ ἁμαρτίαν οὐ ποιεῖ. 
 the              man               *          having been born        from      *            God                sin                not  he practices. !
γεγεννημένος is a perfect, passive participle, nominative, singular, masculine (from 
γεννάω). !!

★ γεγεννημένος is adjectival. It modifies ὁ ἄνθρωπος. !
★ The case, number and gender of the participle match the case, number and 

gender of the noun being modified (ὁ  ἀνὴρ).!
★ The underlined words are the participial phrase.!
★ IMPORTANT: The adjectival participle almost always has the article.!!
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!
Substantival Participle'!
  ὁ γεγεννημένος ἐκ τοῦ θεοῦ ἁμαρτίαν οὐ ποιεῖ. 
  The      having been born          from     *           God                  sin                not  he practices.  
= The (one who) has been born from     *           God                  sin                not  he practices. 
    

γεγεννημένος is a perfect, passive participle, nominative, singular, masculine. !!
★ γεγεννημένος is substantival. There is no noun to modify.  !
★ The case, number and gender match the implied subject. (The man  who has 1

been born of God.)!
★ The smoothed out version adds the implied subject. This is a legitimate 

translation.!
★ The underlined words are the participial phrase.!
★ IMPORTANT: The substantival participle almost always has the article.!!!

Adverbial Participle'!
Ἐγένετο ἄνθρωπος ἀπεσταλμένος παρὰ θεοῦ.!
         came                     a man                     having been sent              from           God.!!
ἀπεσταλμένος is a perfect, passive participle, nominative, singular, masculine (from 
ἀποστέλλω).!!

★ ἀπεσταλμένος is adverbial. It tells us more about Ἐγένετο.!
★ The case, number and gender match ἄνθρωπος.!
★ The underlined words are the participial phrase.!
★ IMPORTANT: The adverbial participle never has the article.!!!

Now try your hand at translating the sentences in the workbook. Again, do not become 
discouraged if you find these difficult. Remember, this is your first semester of Greek!!!!
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 In this case the masculine form is gender inclusive, much in the same way as in older English “mankind” 1

referred to all humanity, not just males.



!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Τετέλεσται  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